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"Two Spot" Camp
THE POWDER TRAIN

By AN OLD SCOUT
HAPTER !.-The Show at "Two Spot" Camp.
'I'he "Fifth Avenue Opera House," of Two
pot, Utah, was well filled with a mixed audience
r miner£, cowboys, gamblers and desJ)€radoes
ne night in early spring, some years ago, when
b.at portion of our country called the wild West
fas le~s populated an<l more strenuous than it
w is. Just why the mining camp was caUed
wo Spot," no one seemed to know or care,
. ~ough there was a rumor to the effect that a
ospector had given it that name because, in
·s estimation, it was about on a par with the
Jwest card in a poker deck.
This might have been when the place was in
ts infancy, but at the time our story opens it
.as one of the liveliest mining camps in that re;'ion, though its entire population, including the
;omen and children, and the sc.hool-marm, scarcey exceeded a hundred and fifty. But if it was
Id that the camp was called Two Spot, it was
a1tainly strange that the one-story shanty strucure whc>1·e dances and entertainments were held
hould be called the "Fifth Avenue Opera House."
To begin with, there was no Fifth avenue, or
,ny other avenue, in Two Spot. The shanties of
he little town, village, camp, or whatever it
ight properly be termed, were lined up on either
'de of a rather crooked street, and that was
.bout the only thing that might be termed an
1venue, save the paths that led to the miners'
aims and the smelting works. But the man who
tad caused the hall to be built had come from
~ew York, and he had named it accordingly. It
as not very often that a traveling show stopped
,t Two Spot. The one there now had come there
1:v accident, more than anything else, and as
1ere was plenty of money floating around just
1t that time, the house was fiUed at a dollar a
1ead, two dollars for reserved seats.
Young Wild West and his two partners, Cheycmne Charli-e and Jim Dart, sat in the third row,
1ear the center. They had arrived at Two Spot
;amp shortly before sundown that night, and
tearing that the greatest show that had ever been
leen in the camp was on, they left the girls at
.he "Square Deal Hotel" and came over to see
'l'ha,t it was like. But few people in the mining
:amp lrnew our hero, though his fame as the
)hampion Deadshot of the West had spread prety well over the country.
I Though he was but a boy in years, he was a
an in everything ;-lse. Besides being a dead-

shot ·with either rifle or revolver, he was an aggressive fighter for the right, and wherever he
went he was bound to make both friends and
enemies. Cool under all soi-ts of conditions, and
fearless to an unlimited. degree, the handsome
young deadshot was a hero worthy of emulation
by the boys of America, for he stood without a
peer as an ideal ihero of the wild West.
Cheyenne Charlie, though a man who had put
in several yea.rs as a scout and Indian fighter,
was satisfied to tie Jed hy Young Wild West, and
he was proud to be called one by the boy's partners. Jim Dart was about Wild's age, and though
he never had a great deal to say, he was true as
steel, and ever ready to fight for the right. All
three of them were thorough Westerners, and
they loved the wild and reckless life they were
leading.
The "girls," as Anna, the wife of the scout, and
the two boys' sweethearts, Arietta Murdock and
Elqise Gardner, were called by them, had- come to
be like them in this respect, and they most al·ways went with them on their trips in search of
adventure. Wild owned several mines, and his
partners were interested in some, too, and they
had an income that pe1mitted them to go where
and when they pleased.
They had struck the mining camp of Two Spot
late that afternoon, as has already been stated,
and after find\ng that they could get suitable accommodations at the Square Deal Hotel, they had
put up there. It was only natural that the three
shoul<l have a desire to take in the show, so Wild
bought tickets for the best seats in the house and
we find them sitting there, waiting for the curtain to rise.
Ou!!: hero brushed back his long chestnut hair,
after taking off his broad sombrero, so that those
behind him might have a chance to see, and then
Charlie and Jim did likewise. Many of the patrons of the hall kept their headgear on, and
they smoked aw31y at their pipes and cigars until
a thick smoke filled the place. It was no place
for ladies, if for no other reason than the smoke,
and our hero had not even thought of bringing
the girls. Pretty soon the orchestra appeared. It
consisted of a violin player and a cornetist, anrl
they promptly proceeded to give vent to some
strenuous music. But it suited the audience all
right, and they applauded so loudly that the music was drowned for a few seconds.
Young WHd West and his partners had seen
all kinds of shows, for thej· had traveled through
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some of the biggest cities in the West. They were doing. 0Hler was soon restored, and the,r
did not expect to see much at this one, but had the manager announced that "Miss Birdie M
just dropped in because almost every one seemed Guinness would <'ntertain them with one of tli.a
to be going. Wild looked arnund the hall, which latest songs." The "orchestra" struck up, and ,
was now pretty well packed, and he noticed that young woman, painted and powdered so that 0
t11ere were all kinds of men there, from the would have been hard for her own mother to reu
we.a,lthy mine owner and cattleman to the com- ognize her, came tripping upon the stage.
T
mon hangers-on of the saloons. They were all
Her costume had once been rich~looking an
ther e, good, bad a,nd indifferent.
gaudy, but it had evidently seen pretty roug
Right ahead of the three, in the second row, usage, for tl1e spangles no longer spangled an
sat four men who were rather fancifully attired the white was no longer white. But this mao
in sHk shirts and corduroy trousers and riding little difference. The audience cheered h1stil
boots. Every time our friends looked at them just the same. The song rendered by Miss Bird
they found th:at they were being watched. Wild McGuinness took well, and she got enough aa
did not like this much. But he made up his mind plau se to make her feel as though she ·was th
to say nothing, so long a s the men did not openly "greatest ever."
1
interfer e with them. As yet neither of them
Not until she had responded three or four timE
had taken off their hats, and they were smoking would the miners and cowboys let her retire. Th;
cigarettes a s though they were trying to see how only ones in the entire audience who did not see~
fast they could burn them up. When the cur- to thoroughly enj01y it were the four men who s
tain, a common muslin affair, was pulled up, the ahead of our hero and his partners. But th
manager o-( the show came out and requested ev- had other things to think about just then,
ery one to remove their hats. Nearly everybody doubt. The next on the list of "acts" was a co
did, but the four men sitting ahead of Young p.le of knockabout comedians, and they kept th
·wild West and 'h is partners were among those men in the hall laughing steadily for nearly te·
who did not. Cheyenne Charlie, who generally minutes. And so it continued, with the same ai
said what he thoug'ht, made a remark about it.
tists coming out in different make-ups and doin
"So you don't like it because we've got our different turns.
It might have been called a rather poor -sho
hats on, eh?" one of the four asked, as he turned around an.cl looked at the scout defiantly. in a big city, but out there in Utah it was di
"Well, maybe you'll try to take them off for us?" ferent. The miners and cowboys seldom had
"I sartinly will," was the quick retort. "If chance to see such a show, and they felt th
you ain't got sense enough to know that a man they were getting their money's worth. Alo
what pays two dollars fur a seat on a bench ex- toward the last of the program the four· men g
pects ter have a chance te1: see, why, I'll hev ter up and left the place.
"That means that we have got to look out fo·
make yer. Maybe yer don't like ther way I talk,
but it don't make no difference ter me. I'm a ourselves when we go out, boys," said Wil
stranger in this here camp, but if any one tackles "WeH, T reckon they'll find us right there, if the
·
me they'll find that I'm all wool an' a yard wide, are looking for fight."
"I r eckon so," and the scout tapped the butt oT
with an. inch or two ter spare. Now:. be nice about
his revolver significantly.
it, an' take off your hat, y-0u sneakin' coyote!"
It was past eleven 9'clock ·when the show wa!
Before they knew what was coming Charlie
swept both his hands along and the four men over, and as the crowd filed ont our three friendf
were bareheaded in a jiffy! Then he jerked a pushed their way throu ir,h and got in advance o<
g-un from the ho,l ster at his side and swung it many of those who had been seated in front
back and forth in front of their faces. This was While they knew that the four men might b
certainly something that the audience had not ready to shoot them on sight, they knew prett~
counted upon seeing, but no doubt. it pleased them well that they would not fire rig-h t into a crowd. c
Ther e was a flaming oil torch burning- in fron
quite a s well a s anything of the performance
of the so-ca,Jled theater and it illumined the seem
woulrl. A hush came over the crowd at once.
"Take it easy, gentlemen," said Younis Wild pretty well. As they came outside their eyei
West, ri sing to his feet. "I reckon we don't want swept those stal1ding and moving about. Off
any trouble here; but you can bet all you're worth little to the right stood the four men, lined uJI
~
that no galoot is going to sit in front ,,of u s and like soldiers.
"Look out for them, boys," whispered Youn~
keep hi"s hat on! Just act right, and then everyWild Wes t. "They are waiting fo1· us, I reckon.',,
thing will go along nicely."
Then the dashing young deadshot led the wa·1,
Persons near them kindly picked up the hats
and l1anded them over. Charlie's revolver had straight for them. He wanted them to know thal
proved quite persuasive, and the four men gave they were not afraid of any four men that eve?\
lived!
in.
"We won't make no row in here; but wait tiH
we git outside," said one.
""We'll wait, all right," the scout answered. "I CHAPTER IL-The Trouble Is Quickly Settled/
reckon you'll find us right on hand, you sneakin'
coyote!"
Not one of those who had been in the audience
There was no doubt but that the men were went away from the spot. They had all hear$]
much angered at what had happened, but sitting what took place there, and they wanted to sett
· with their backs to our friends, they were placed what the outcome would be. A few of them kne
in a position that rendered it advisable to keep that the handsome boy with the long chestnut h a.I ,
still. Every move they made could be seen, while was ·Young Wild West, the Champion Deadshot
they could hardly see what the three behind themthe West, and .they were eage; to see how he
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etrould make out with Dick Coddles, the gambler,
:Qnd his three pals, who were known to be coO'l
htnds, as well as desperate men. Wild did not
ave his hands near his revolvers as ihe strode
ward the quartette. On the contrary, he was
i<ust as cool as though he was merely going to
rreet some friends he had just spied.
nl "Well, gentlemen," he said, "you told us to wait
~lntil we got outside; now what is it to be?"
r,• At this one of the villain_s-for such they were,
tI:ndoubtedly-placed his hand on- the butt of a
:'jevolver.
l. "If you mean to point that thing this way, you
ke my advice and don't do it!" went on the
ashing young deaclshot. "If you pull that gun,
11 shoot it out of your hand!"
~ The man thus addressed was a very swarthy
llow, and he was called Black Hen, because his
·ven name was Henry, and he ·was of very dark
mplexion. The miners and cowboys knew him
r. retty welJ, and when they saw him remove his
nd from the weapon a murmur of surprise went
from several. But Dick Coddles, the boss of
e bunch, was yet to be heard from, and they
aited.
This man was really quite handsome and dash1
llg in appearance. He wore a light green neckrchief, and with the ends of his mustache waxed,
e had quite a dandified appearance. It did not
ke Wild and his partners a minute to pick him
ut as the leader, while they easily guessed that
e swarthy man was the treacherous one of the
t. The o"ther two seemed to be quite harmless.
harlie and Jim had draw:n t~eir revo!vers, but
ere holding them at their sides. Wild folded
s arms across his breast, and fixing his eyes
on the man called Dick Coddles, he said:
"I reckon it was all your fault that we had any
t'ords inside my friend. But if you don't like
hat happen~d there, now is the time to settle it.
ou made some kind of a threat about waiting
jll we get out. Go ahead with your game. I
jon't like threats."
t "I'd like to know who you are, young fello,v?"
eried Dick Coddles. "You strike me as being
bout the coolest piece of human flesh I ever
me across. Don't for an instant think that I
m afraid of you, for I never met the man I was
fraid of, much less a boy. There are four of
~s and only three of you, as far as I can see.
~~n't make the mistake and think that we can't
oot as fast as you can. But who are you? It
vill do me good to know!"
".Ml right; if it will do yeu any good, I'll tell
' ou. I go by the name of Young Wild West, beause I haven·t an:y other. The two gentlemen
·ith me are Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, my
~'o partners."
"Whew!" The gambler gave a low whistle of
Jurprise, and, turning to his companions, said:
"Boys, now you know what we are up against!
foun,,. Wild West, the Champion Deadshot! I
· >a.the; think we are in luck, don't you?"
"Sorter that wav," answered Black Hen, while
:he other two nodded, as though they did not
:now just what to say.
"But seeing that it is the distinguished young
ellow they call Young Wild West, I guess we
·n let it drop for the present, eh, boys?"
"Yes!" came the answer.
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"All right. That settles it. Young Wild West
you can consider our interview at an end."
'
Then, ,nthout so much as looking at our friends
the leader of the gang of gamblers, as they
were known in the camp to be, turned and led the
way to the saloon that adjoined the "Fifth Avenue Ope;ra House."
Cries of derision went up from those who evidently did not much like the quarteute, while others shook their heads and looked at Young Wild
West and his partners with no little interest. Our
hero bad won, but not in the way he had expected
to. He surely thought that there would have to
be some shooting done, even if it was not to kill.
before the four men would find out that they had
made a mistake. But he was just as well satisfied, for one thing about Young Wild West was
that he never sought the blood of any man, unless it was in defense of his life or the lives of
some one dear to him.
"Young Wild West," said a miner wearing a
long dark beard, as he walked up to our hero and
put out his hand, "let me welcome :yer ter Two
Spot, on behalf of ther decent citizens. I'm Duster Pete, the jedge of ther camp, an' I reckon I
speak ther sentiments of them I'm talkin' fur."
"Thank you, Judge," answered the boy, accepting the hand and sizing the man up quickly. "I
reckon we'll do our best to behave ourselves while
we stay here. I am sorry we had any trouble
with those fellows, but it was something that
could hardly be avoided, you know."
"I seen an' heard it all, my boy. Yer done jest
right. Dick Coddles an' his pards sorter think
they rnn this here camp; but they don't, not by
a go0d deal. They've about gone their limit,
anyhow. They'v<' cleaned out most of them what
likes ter piny poker, so they don't find many ter
plaiy ,:vith 'em any more; an' when it gits so they
won't be able ter find any one ter fleece, they'll
have ter go ter work, or else light out fur other
parts. Yer are stoppin' at ther Square Deal, I
hear?"
"Yes."
"'Well, I'll walk along with yer, if you're g0in'
there now. My brother happens ter run that
shebang, an' he run s i,t jest as it's named-011
ther square-deal plan."
"Good!"
Wild knew that it was an honest man he was
talking to, for he had studied human nature sufficiently to be able to pick out a man right a,rnv.
The four set out for the hotel, which was or!iy
about a hundred yards up the single street of the
mining car.1p, and many of the miners and cowboys folJ<'wed. The latter had seen just aho11t
enough of the dashing young deadshot ancl his
partners to make them want to know them bet, er.
As the crowd reached the hotel, which was a
long shanty affair, though quite roomy and respectable-looking, a door opened and out came
the girls. Arietta and Eloise were nearly us
lare;e as the~ eve1· would be, as far as heir,-ht
went, and they certainly made a pretty and attractiYe appearance in their fancy riding an:!
huntinJ?; costumes as they stood in the glare of
the light fr0m the oil lamp that hung in front of
the hotel.
Anna, the scout's wife, was somewhat past
twenty, but not too old to be called a "girl," even
though married.

'
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"Come on, boys; I reckon it is time we "''e:
o
inside," Wild said to his partners. "The g
m
are no doubt sleepy, and they will want to
e
with us a few minutes before they retire. G
night, everybody!"
"Good night!" came the hearty response fron
e
the miners and cowboys.
Hop Wah seemed to be rather relieved wh•
our friends left the room. The fact was that
was looking for sometlh.in,g in the way of a lit 0
fun, as well as drink. He sauntered about t e
big room that had the bar located in one corn 0
and, pausing before a table that had a pack
cards lty,ing upon it, just as somebody had le
u
it after playing a game, he observed:
"Lis place allee saimee namee Two Spot; ~ t
knockee um two spot outee um pack of cards, S(
be."
Then he hit the cards with his clenched fist, an1g~
one of them flew upward ·a nd out to the center ot
the room. As it landed on the floor a cowbo~a
quickly picked it up. It was the deuce of di&!go
of
monds!
"That's what I calls putty good!" exclaimed th4
cowboy, holding the card so they could all see i
"He jest hit ther deck an' a two spot come ou
SUl'e enough, leavin' ther rest of ther cards on theei
table. That feller is mighty smart, fur a slantt[0
C
eyed heathen."
"Me aJlee samee velly muchee smartee," HoJa
declared, acting· as though he did not know ho~
he could be otherwise than smart.
The judge looked at the card, shook his hea
and said:
"I don't see how he could make a card jumt
out of ther pack like that, an' leave ther rest o
'em layin' on ther table. An' he said he'd show
two spot, too!"
"You allee samee shuffle um cards, and len m4,~
do some more, so be," Hop said, rubbing his hancUd
p
and smiling blandly.
"Yer wiU, eh?"
Duster Pete, the judge, ·was considered to b
about the best informed man in the mining cam
CHAPTER III.-Hop Does Some Ente1·taining.
and when he spoke he put on his most dignifi
The Chinaman had a perfect right to being and knowing look.
called clever, for he cert~inly was one of the
"Lat light," Hop assured him.
greatest characters t.1,at the Flowery Kingdom
"All right. We'll see if yer kin."
been
have
might
had ever produced. !fop Wah
The judge gathered up the cards and shuffled
it
as
far
as
innocent in appearance. but that was
them, but did not put the deuce of diamonds illj
a
performer,
d
went. He was a sleight-of-han
This he laid upon the bar, face up.
professiorial card !>harp, a lover of practical jok"There yer are!" he exclaimed, placing the dee
withit
ing, could tell a falEehood for the fun of
about the center of the table. "Let's see ye
in
he
out turning a hair. and liked whisky, which
hit them cards a whe.ck an' make another tw
invariably called "tanglefoot."
spot jump out. If yer kin do th.at, I'll say th
When Hop came into the bar of the hotel he had •you're a he-witch, with slant eyes an' a pigtail!
not known that our hero an<l his partners were
"Allee light," was the bland reply. "Everybod
there. The Chinaman had been to the show, and watchee."
thinking that Wild, Charlie and Jim had joined
Everybody did watch, and when the Chinam
the girls in another part of the house, he came in strurk the pack a smart blow with his fist the
to get a drink, and incidentally to amuse the citi- saw a card fly up in the air and go floating al
rnns of Two Spot. He took his drink, along with most across the length of the room. They werel
th0~e who -preferred liquor to cigars, and Wild ready to swear that they !"aw the card leave th
paid the bill.
pack, too! It was picked up and shown to be th
"Now, then, Hop." the young- dead c.hot said, as deuce of spades.
he turned to _g-o anQ join the girls, "just se~ to it
"Two Spot velly goodee name for um mmm
that you d0n't get into ;,ny trouble Don't gc- camp, so be," observed Hop. "Now, watchee so
p-ambling with any one and cheat them out of 1nore."
their money, either."
He stepped up and struck the deck of car
"Allee light, Misler Wild," was the bland rein quick succession, and each time
tort. "Me allee sa.mee velly goodee Chinee, so two blows
card appeared to fly from the pack. The tw
be."

"Was the ;,l1ow a good one, Wild?" asked Young
Wild West's golden-haired sweetheart, as she saw
him coming.
"Very good, Et," was the replJy. "What is the
matter? Did you think we had got in trouble?"
"Yes. We were watching for the show to let
out, and when we saw the crowd standing in the
street so long we made up our minds that something was wrong."
"Well, .the1·e was nothing very ·wrong, I reckon.
We had a little argument with four men inside,
and when v. e came out they were waiting for us.
They decirled that thef had better let it drop, so
that ended it. We wil join you in a few minutes.
Just now we are in the hands of the judge of
the camp, and we can't very well leave him, you
know."
"Yer can't leave till yer have drinked with me,
Young WiM West," spoke up Duster Pete; and
then he looked at the girls and laughed.
The girJg smiled and went inside, while the
crowd cheered them to the echo.
"Give us four of ther best you've got in ther
house, Maun~e," called out the judge, as he led
the way inside and brou,ght his fist down upon
the bar with a jar that made the bottles and
glasses jingle.
"All right, Pete," was the reply. "I'll do that
quick enough."
He quickly put out a black bottle and four
And it was just then that an innocentglasses.
looking Chinaman pushed his way up to the bar.
"Me likee havee lillee dlink of tanglefoet, Misler Wild," he said, looking at the boy hero of the
wild West. "Me allee samee gottee lillee pain,
so be."
"All right, Hop," was the reply,. "I reckon you
ihave a little pain quite often. But don't get too
much tanglefoot aboard. It will do you harm."
It was Young Wild West's clever Chinaman who
had entered.
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cards were picked up and they proved to be the spoke, and then he got in some more of his fine
deuce of hearts and the deuce of clubs.
work by dropping some of the same powder in
"Allee samee two more two spots, so be," said the vessel. The water turned a deep red almost
I op, smiling in his cheerful way. "Now me takee instantly.
l um four two spots and puttee in my pockee. Len
"Me ·a skee for water and he allee samee givee
>~e blow and makee go back to um deck, so be." me led ink, or blood, so be!" cried Hop, passing
"A regular magician!" .ventured the proprietor. the pitcher to the judge.
"That's what's ther matter, Maurice," the judge
For the next five minutes there was considereclated.
able excitement in the hotel barrnom. But finally
, The cowboys and miners c1'0wded around and when ·1fuey saw Hop laughing they a:11 realized
~ewaited to see if the Chinaman could make good that he had simp-ly been playing a trick on them.
leto wthat he said. Hop carefully put the four
1edeuces in his pocket, pllllled the coat over the
rg>ocket and then ruobed his hands.
~1l "Eve!ybody watcl1ee," he said.
CHAPTER IV.-The Bandits and Their Cave.
Then he sudden}y clapped his hands and made
ut that he was throwing something to the table,
It will be in order for us to follow the four men
, at the same time blowing ha1,d from his mouth. Young WHd West had induced to behave thems "Me puttee um four deuces back in um pack, selves by his coolness and ihis persuasive manner.
so be," he declared. "You no see um go, but ley Dick Coddles certainly did not like to leave in
o, allee samee."
that way, for he was .rea!J.y a desperado of the
The judge stepped over and picked up the very determined sort. But he aJs,o knew ,vthen to
cards. The rest watched him in silence as he let go, as the saying goes, and that was why he
orted them over. The third card was the deuce declared his willingness to let the matter drop.
f diamonds.
The four went into the saloon that adjoined the
"One of 'em, by ginger!" he exclaimed.
hall. Part of the crowd that had enjoyed the
t, "Ley all lere, so be," Hop assured him.
show gathe,r ed there, too, the rest following our
t, They were, too, and when they had been placed hero and his partners to the hotel. There was no
ide by side on the table the crowd looked at the doubt that Dick Coddles had friends in Two Spot.
t our deuces in amazement. They had seen the Several of them were right there to extend their
Chinaman make them leap from the pack one at sympathy.
time; they had seen him place them in his
"Too bad that yer bothered with ther young
ockets, and now they had been put back in the galoot, Dick," said one, as he pushed his way
ack, when he was not within six feet of it! It close to the gambler. "If yer had knowed it was
as very mystifying to them. No one seemed to Young Wild West yer wouldn't have done it, I
ink -that he might have had four cards of his s'pose."
wn to work with. But the hands of a magician
"Oh, I · don"t know as that makes any differre quicker than the eyes of those watching him, ence. I am not afraid of Young Wild West, or
iimd that was the cause of their surp1·ise.
any one e'lse, for that matter. The row started
"Me velly smartee Chinee, so be," said Hop, inside because the big galoot with the boy thought
~alking back to the bar. "Now we havee lillee we had better take off our hats. You know how
\!link of tanglefoot, and um judg.e allee samee ·t hat is. When a fellow is feeling pre-tty good he
don't like to have a stranger interfere with him.
ay."
"Bet your life I'll pay fur it!" exclaimed Duster We paid to get into the show, and we thought we
Pete. "You're a wonder. you are! Any one as could keep our hats on if we felt like it. Young
wouldn't treat iyou ter a drink of tanglefoot, after Wild West and his partners started the row, but
seein' that clever trick of yours, ain't worth while, it is not ended yet! You have read the continued
I tell yier! Maurice, give him some out of ther sto1·ies that appear in the papers, I suppose?
We11, this is · going to be a continued story, and
black bottle."
when the story ends Young Wild West ,vill end
Hop smiled blandly and poured out his drink.
c\ "You velly nicee Melican man," he observed, wi,th it."
1.f:n.odding to the judge.
"Yer can't always tell about that, Dick," spoke
· "That's a:11 right," was the reply. "I reckon I up another man. "If it's goin' ter be like a conknow what',s ,uhat. Yer don't need ter brag me tinued story, it'll have ter end with Young Wild
rlu.p any. That don't make me feel any bigger. West marryin' ther gal, w.hile ther villain will git
0
ihis medicine. You'll be classed as ther villain in
iYou're all right, you are."
,~ Hop swallowed the contents of the glass, and it, so yer had better look out!"
The gambler frowned at this remark. He did
rthen unseen to any one, dropped a pinch of dark
not expect to hear such a construction put upon
'Powder in the glass.
"Me likee havee !Ulee water, so be," he said, his remarks as that. They did not remain in the
holding the glass toward the man behind the bar. saloon very long. But ,,·hen they left it they bade
"All right," was the reply, and a cracked pitcher each other good night and departed in different
directions, no more than two going together. But
- as brought forth immediately.
e But as Maurice poured water into the glass he ten minutes later they all met in a good-sized
e ~ave a gasp and looked into the pitcher. What shanty at the west end of the mining camp. This
was the home of the man , called Black Hen, who
Jiad entered the glass was red as blood!
lived the1·e wi,th his wife and kept Dick Coddles
"That's strange!" he exclaimed.
"Me no wantee dlink blood, so be," declared the as a boarder.
Though the shanty appeared to be built right
Chinaman, shaking his head. "Whattee mattee
upon the surface of the ground, the same as the
"th um water?"
He took the pitcher from the man's hand as he rest in the camp, there was a cellai beneath it,
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which opened into a cave under the steep bank in
the rear. The back of the building was right
against this, the flat roof just about coming even
with the top. There was nothing strange about
this, since miners often built their shanties that
way to protect them from the cold wind during
!lie winter months.
The wife of Black Hen was a patient-looking
woman of forty. She was up when the seven
men congreg·ated at the shanty, and after brewing
a pot of coffee for them she retired to an inner
room. The villains drank the coffee, and then
lighting pipes and cigars, went to a very small
room that was used as a ~antry by the housewife
and a trapdoor was lifted. A flight of steps was
disclosed, and, lighting a lantern, Black Hen led
the way clown.
"I reckon when we've got business on hand
here's ther place ter go, eh, Dick?" he said.
As the last one went down, Black Hen closed
the door of the pantry, as we will call it, and
then let down the trapdoor. The cellar was stoned up, but was barelY' high enough to let them
clear their heads from the floor beams. However,
that was not the place they meant to stay in.
Dick Coddles led the way toward the rear, where
there was a roughly made door. He opened this,
while Black Hen held the light for him. Then
into a roomy cave they went, and as the light of
the lantern filled it rough furnishings could be
~een, in the way of a long table, bunks, chairs
and other minor equipments.
This was the headquarters of the gang of seven, who took pride in styling themselves the Bandits of Two Spot. The band had not been organized more than two weeks when our story opens,
and during that time they had made three successful hold-ups, two being upon lone travelers on
horseback and one upon the stagecoach that plied
between the mining camp and El Dorado, Colorado, which was a mining town much larger and
with a railroad terminal. So well had they worked their villainous game- that no one seemed to
have the least suspicion that the bandits had their
headquarters in Two Spot.
Dick Coddles and his associates were simply
known as gamblers, though three of them worked
at the smelter in the capacity of foremen. The
)'eader can easily guess why the villains desired
to hold a secret meeting m their underground
den. Young Wild West was the cause of that.
Coddles had heard much about the dashing yo'lllg'
deadshot, though he had never seen him un1tl
that night. If he had known him he would never
have picked the row in the hall. But since it had
been done, and he had been forced to take water
before the crowd, he was now bent upon getting
revenge. But this was not all! He felt certain
that the boy and his partners had come there for
the express purpose of hunting down the bandits,
who had been working on the El Dorado Trail.
It was only natural that he should think this
way, since he had heard of the exploits of the
young deadshot in this line.
"Boys," said he, when a lamp had been lighted,
and he took his seat at the head of the table,
"we can talk as much as we please, and no ears
but our own can hear our words. What do you
think of Young Wild West? That is the question
before the meeting."
"He seems ter be somethin' mighty swift, I
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reckon," answered one of the men,
head. "I reckon ther quicker he steps out
ther world, ther better it'll be fur us."
"That's ther whole thing in a nutshell!" chim
in the villain called Peg.
"That's right!" cried the rest, speaking alm
as in one voice.
"Well, I am glad to find that you all feel abot
the same as I do, boys," the leader went on
say. "To-night is the first time I ever took wat
I had to do it, and you all know it. If I had n
I suppose I would not be here now. The boy a
h.is partners certainly meant business, and whE
you get up against such fellows as they are
pays to take water. Young Wild West can p
and shoot a gun quicker than any one living, th
claim. Maybe he can't beat some men, but tl
chances are that he can do it quick enough
more than suit us. But since we had to give .
to him does not mean that it is lasting. We v;
fix all three of them, and that inside of twent
four hours. Now, let's talk it over and set
upon the way it is to be done."
Then for the next half hour they talked up
the subject, but at the end of that time they we1
no nearer to a decision than when they started.
"I reckon we had better trust a little ter lm
about this thing," said Black Hen, shaking
head. "If we could only manage ter git 'em he
in this cave some way, I reckon it wouldn't ta
us long ter fix 'em. But it mustn't be do
openly, as yer say, Dick; that won't do. W
have ther whole caimp up ag'in us if that ha
pened. We've got ter do ther job on ther sl
so's nobody kin have any grounds fur layin'
ter us. ·what we must do is ter lure 'em i
either through ther shanty or by ther way ~
fetch ther horses in from ther other side of th
hill. That's my way of thinkin', boys."
"And you have got it about right, Hen," s ·
Dick Coddles. "We will let it go at that for t
present. Each of yt:m will be ready to take a
vantage of the least thing that turns up. May
it can be done easily. There is no telling."

CHAPTER V.-Wild Astonishes the Cowboys.

Young Wild West and his friends slept we
that night, even though they were not used to o,
cupying beds very often. They had become ~
accustomed to camp life that it might be suppo•
ed that the change would affect them in the w
of sleeping. But they were all healthy a
strong, and it made little difference where the"
were, so Jong as no danger lurked near then
They felt that they were perfectly safe from e
emies in the Square Deal Hotel, so they made tt_<
most of it, and when they arose in the mornin'
they felt fresh and ready for anything that migt
turn up. Breakfast being eaten, they decided f.
1
go out and take a walk around the camp.
!
This was what they usually did when they a~
1·ived at a place late in the afternoon, or at nigh
An early morning w~lk was good for them, an:1
they 1..-new it. As they appeared on the streE
there were few to greet them, as the miners wel
to their work at seven o'clock, and it was a lit
past that hour. There was really little to see
the town-nothing that was new to them, sin
such places are a great deal alike, and they
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"sited so many of them. They walked up the
reet as far as it went, and then they turned and
alked the other way until they came to the trail
at ran over the mountain to El Dorado. It was
st then that a couple of cowboys came riding
t from the shed behind one of the saloons.
ey approached at a gallop, but thinking that
ey were leaving the mining camp, our friends
id little attention to them. But when the y
ought their bronchos to a halt right before
em, they knew that they were to be interviewed.
"Good mornin', Young ·wild West; good morn', all hands!" called out one of them, while his
mpanion joined him in taking off his hat and
wing.
"Good morning, boys," said Wild, smiling at
em. "What's the matter?"
"Nothin's ther matter," was the retort. "We
en yer walkin' around, so we thought we'd ride
an' ask , er ter show us somethin' about shoot'. I'm Bill Hucks, an' I'm said ter be ther best
ot on ther range. My pard is Dave Spill, an'
's another crack shot with a gun."
"Ah! •you probably want to try me and see if I
as good as you?"
"Well, yes, that's about ther size of it. We
eard say last night that you was ther Cham. on Deadshot -of ther West, an' we ain't made
our minds yet whether ter believe it or not.
e know that you're all right, though, fur we
en how yer made them gamblers talce water
st night. Ther thing i s, kin yer shoot quicker
' straig-hter than any one else kin, when they
·n do it about as quick an' straight as it kin be
"d by mortal man?"
"Well. I don't know about that, boys. I know
out what I can do myself, but I don't know
ything about you fellows. But seeing that •you
ve challenged me, I suppose I will have to
me to the scratch. I did not give myself the
me of th e Champion Deadshot of the West;
y friends did that for me. But I am always
ady to defend the title, just the same."
"I knowed it!" exclaimed Dave Spill, turning to
is partner. "I knowed that he'd be willin' ter
ckle us, Bill. Since you kin beat me a little,
t me go first. If Young Wild West kin beat
e, then he kin try you. How's that?"
"All right, Dave. Let her go at that."
Our hero could easily see that the cowboys
ere good fellows, and also that they were of the
pinion that they were the "real thing" in the
ootino- line. He knew that they would not be
atisfied until he did as they wanted him to, and
ver ready to defend the title that had been given
him, he was going to show them what he could
o "\vith a Colt's six-shooter. The fellow called
ave Spill drew a red cotton handkerchief from
pocket, and, dismounting, looked about until he
und a stone about the size of an egg. Wraping this into the handkexchief, he called upon
is pard to dismount. When he had done so, Bill
ucks was handed the handkerchief and stone,
nd Spill said:
"Chuck her up, Bill; an' when yer do jest let
ut a yell."
"Right rer are, Dave," was the reply. .
Then Spill held his arms across his breast and
rned his back to his pard. Hucks ,,, aited a few
ond,;, and then he let the stone and its covergo high in the air.
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"Wow!" he said.
Dave Spill turned around quickly and his hand
jerked his gun from the holster. Crack! He
fired a shot at the object in the air, and then he
folded his arms and gave a nod of satisfaction.
Our friends ·were watching closely when he fir ed
and they all saw that he had hit the mark. As
the stone dropped to the ground it fell from the
handkerchief, but the latter when picked up by
the marksman showed where the bullet had torn
through it.
"That was a pretty good shot," said Wild, nodding his approval. "I don't know as it could be
done any better than that. But suppose you had
two handkerchiefs thrown up a one time? Do
you think you could hit them both, by firing
twice?"
"I never tried that," was the reply. "But that
would take some tall shoo tin', especially if yer
wasn't called ter turn around till they both went
up."
"Well, I'll try and see if I can do it for you."
"Yer will?"
Both cowboys looked as though they did not
believe him.
"Yes, and I'll leave it to y·ou two to throw them
up."
Wild then tore the handker chief in two pieces.
"I reckon this is no good now," he observed.
"Just wr ap the pieces around a couple of 1-tones,
and I'll try my luck. One of you call out when
you want me to turn and shoot."
"All right," answered Hucks. "You'll have ter
be mighty soon ter fire two shots."
"011! I don't know. I'll use both mv r evolver;:
-one in eit her hand, you know."
·
"Oh!"
The two looked more amazed than ever.
"I'd jest like ter see it done," Spill said.
They found anothe r stone, and when they were
ready Wild folded his aims and t urned his back
to them. Hucks threw up the stones, one af te r
the other, and then let out a shout. Wild turne tl
around a s quick as a fl.ash and whipped out bath
revolvers. Crack! Crack! The two repor ts r a noout so close together that it sounded like one pr;
longed sho t being fired. It certainly was qu ick
shooting; even his partners and the girls were
forced to g ive a cheer as they saw t hat both
stones were hit. The cowboys hastened to pick
them up, and when they found that bot h bull ets
had found the mark the y broke into a cheer. .Ju st
then more cowboys were seen r iding that wa:,;.
The shooting and shouting had attracted t he attention of those who had remained overni:;ht in
the mining camp.
·
·
"Whoopee! Whoopee!" they yelled, a s the~·
rode up, waving their hats and showing that they
were in the best of humor.
·
Of course thev wanted t o know all about it
when they got there. and ,,·hen t hey hacl found
out, the y looked at Young Wild West in a mazement.
"A double shot, eh?" said one. "Fires with both
hands, eh? Well, that's putty good. But I don't
s 'po se the re's nothin' so very ~trange about it.
It's t her cl·a mpeen de:idshot ,,·ha t done it. \\'hat
,·, as rou galoots do'n'-gittin' lessons'?"
The man laughed as he tumecl to the t\\"o and
asked the question.
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"Well, we sorter wanted ter know how much sengers. Charlie and Jin had gone to saddle ~~
better he was than we was," Bill Hucks admitted. hors'"s for the three, for Wild had nodded to ,t h\t'
"Well, just to show !Y'OU th:at it wasn't an acci- to do it when he was about to talk to his swe')<
dent, I'U do i,t again," spoke up Wild. "I don't heart. The man who kept the general sto.;
know as there is anything so wonderful ,a bout it. came up with the bag of letters and other m~
Practice is the main thing, after you have learned that had been left 'a t ,t he store to •b e sent over n
the post office at E,l Dorado, for there was naai
to take yo,rr time and shoot."
They were all eager to see the feat performed there, and when rt:his ihad been delivered to hid
·1
again, so our hero did it for them. He was al- the driver called out "All aboard!"
Already the two ladies had got in, and n<;i,1
ways cool, and his quick eye kept him from making a miss. Having satisfied ,t hem all, they gave three men, who were interested in the smelti'e
him a round of cheering and then rode back. It plant, came out of ,t he hotel bar room and got ,0
was just then that the stagecoach drove up in T11en a grizzled-looking man attired in a frazz1e
front of the hotel, preparatory to staring for El 'buckskin suit, came out, wiping his mouth on lg
sleeve and carrying a carbine in ihis hand. lit
Dorado.
One of the cowboys told our friends this, and lllounted to the top of the vehicle and took a 1
they decided to go back and see it off. But ju:5t clining pos ition behind the driver. The momeo
then Wild happened to look out upon the trail, Wild noticed this he knew that danger was aruti~1
and when he saw half a dozen horsemen ride from pated, for a guard never went with ·a stagecoao.
behind a clump of rooks and disappear around a unless there was danger. The boy walked over-e
a
bend he became suddenly suspicious thait some- the driver, and, looking up at him, said:
"Expect you might be sto,pped along the tr21
thing was up.
"I wonder who and what that gang is?" ·h e eh?"
"Well, there ain't no tellin' abowt it," was t
thought. "I reckon it won't hurt to get our horses
and follow the stagecoach a little distance. It reply. "A week .afore last we got J.t. Sevt ,
strikes me tha,t the horsemen must ihave come masked galoots stopped us an' cleaned out eve~
from the camp here, but around from the upper thing there was ter take. Since that we've
havin' a man with us what kin sihoot about
side of it."
He quickly told his companions of what he had fast as a clogdancer kin knock his heels togeth
seen, and what 'he thought about it, and then they I reckon there'll be some lead ter fly if them bi\
dits, as they took pains ter caH themselves, sho1 ,
all hurried back to the hotel.
up ag'in."
"I see," said Wild. "How far were you out ,
the trail when you were held up?"
CHAPTER VI.-Spoiling a Hold- Up.
"Only about ten miles. Ther galoots rode ~
us ter W\
The stagecoach was not due to leave for ten toward El Dorado then, after tellin'
ther spot."
minutes yet when Young Wild West and his ten minutes afore we moved from
"Most likely they have some ihiding place 1\
friends got hack to the hotel. A good ·crowd had tween
here and El Dorado, then,"
being
them
of
most
off,
it
see
to
them
gathered
"Yes, that's what w-e think. Ther galoots h
cowboys. Wild ·was satisfied that the horsemen
robbed some travelers comin' through on hor
he had seen appear and disappear so quickly were back,
too, yer know."
up to something, and that m eant that the stage"Ah! is that so? I reckon somebody had ib
coa ch was in danger of •b eing held U4).
"Et you stay right here at the hotel with Anna ter git after 'em."
"Ther sheriff of ther county is goin' ter offe/
and Eloise till we come back," he said. "We ,a re
going to take a ride out that way after the out- reward, I hear, ·a n' then there'll be plenty aft
fit starts. . I've seen funny ,t hings happen before; 'em. But yer kin bet that if they try ter stop ·
and I can't help thinking that something funny ag'in some of 'em will go under!"
He turned and looked at the man on ithe top
is going to happen now."
"All right, Wild," his swee~heart replied. "We the vehicle as he spoke. Wild nodded and walk,
will stay here, unless we thmk you are gone a away. A couple of minutes later the four hors
little too long, Then I will have to come and look started off with the lumbering old stagecoa ·
with its five passengers and little bunch of ma
for you."
"That's right. E:iither you or Hop would be It was less . than ·a hundred yards away wh
sure to come, in that case. Probably both of you. Young Wild West and his partners mounted th
But I reckon we are not going to get into any horses and started after it.
"Where are yer goin' ?" one of the cowbo
danger. I just want to foHow along after the
stagecoach and see if anything happens. Some- cal'led out.
times a fellow gets things in his head that are
"Oh, just to give our !horses a little exercis
away off, and then, again, he happens to hit it that's all," our hero answered.
the first time. I have it in my ·h ead that the
This seemed to satisfy 1/hem, and after a wh'
horsemen I happened to catch a glimpse of are they left the spot and sought their favorite plac,
going to lie in wait for ,t he stagecoach."
of recreation. The cowboys had come in fr
"Well, when you get a thing in your head you the outl:ying ranche,s the day before, it being t
are nearly always right, Wild. Go ahead! I first of the monfu, and payday. When they h
hope you may be the means of stopping a hold- spent about all 1:Jhe money they had they wo
up. See! there a11e two old women passengers go back and return to their work. '.Dhat waf t
going over. T'here ,t hey come with their bag- way it was with a great many of them, a
;they seemed to think it was ·a ll right. Mea
gage."
She pointed them out, and Wild knew she was while our three friends were riding along at
1·ight when she said they were going to be pas- easy gait, keeping the stagecoach in sight.
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tji.en they reached the trail where it ran tlu·ough
!rather crooked pass, part of the time they could
see it. But if anything happened they were
e~se enough at hand. Everything went along
;~ely with the outfit, and when five miles had
n. en covered the guard began to pay more attenr n to things in general. He was a brave old
o n, who Jlad been through all sorts of dangers,
a! d he had gained much knowledge thereby.
He knew that it was always best to be on the
. tch whenever there was the least possibility of
ere being any danger. He had been hired to
otect the passengers that went to and from
11 e mining camp, and he was just the one to earn
s money, if the occasion anived. It was a
er stony part of the country that the trail
n through now and the old stagecoach bumped
. ng with uncertain trend.
But 0e passen1 rs were not new to that sort of thmg, so they
d not mind it much. Another mile was coved, and then they came to a narrow defile that
s probab1y a quarter of a mile in lengtih.
It was just as the leaders entered this that a
artling thing happened. A shot rang out and
e guard on top of the coaoh fell back with a
llet in his right shoulder. Constetnation seizthe driver and passengers. The four horses
re pulled in, and the brake put on by the
iver. Then seven masked horsemen rode out
om behind a cleft among the rocks on the left,
ch with a leveled 1ifle or revolver.
"Hands up!" came the command from the
adel'.
As the reader can readily !l'uess, the seven bants were Dick Coddles and his men. The hold-up
d been all planned before Young Wild West and
·s friends struck Two Spot Camp, and they had
t let anything interfere with it. They had
osen a spot nearer to the mining camp than
e last time, and it seemed that they cO'Uld not
ve found a better place to carry out their nerious work. Up went the driver's hands. He
lnew it meant sure death to him if he did not
ey the command, and he had a wife and family,
o he was not going to be foolish just then. But
e had hardly obeyed the command when the
atter of hoofs sounded behind the stagecoach.
rang! A rifle shot rang out and one of the
asked men who was riding to the door of the
ehicle reeled and fell from the saddle.
"Whoopee! Whoopee! Wow, wow, wow!"
It was Cheyenne Charlie who had fired the
hot, and, letting ouit a :y·ell, he came for the banits, Wild and Jim right after him. Instead of
taying to fight it out, the leadel' uttered a sharp
rder to retreat, and away they went back beincl the Tocks they had emerged from, leaving
1e man who had fallen and his horse behind
im. Wild rode forward like an arrow from the
ow, passing the stagecoach like the ,vind. He
aw a narrow passage where the villains had disppeared, and he then lrnew w'h ere they had gone.
he daring boy brought the sorrel stallion t? a
alt. To ride in there would be but to make himelf a target for the six bandits. He was not
oing to take any such chances.
"Where'd they go, Wild?" the scout asked, as
e reined in his horse close to that of the young
eadshot.
"Through there, Charlie," was the reply. "I
eckon we had better get around and try to cut
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them off. But wait! • We will see if the man you
shot is known by the driver."
As they turned and went back they found th 1
driver bending over the man. The villain wal
dead, for the scout had shot to kill, and the
chances are that the report of his rifle was hardly
heal'd by the victim. Two of the passengers were
looking after the wounded guard, while the third
of the men came running over to the spot where
the dead bandiit lay, leaving two old •ladies in the
stagecoach. As the driver pulled the mask awaJ
he gave a start and exclaimed:
"It's ther galoot called Peg, bOIY'S! He's one ot
Dick Coddles' cronies."
"Was, you mean," con-ected Jim Dart. "Well,
I reckon that's all we want to know, eh, Wild?"
"That's right, Jim," was the reply. "I reckon
we'll soon run the galoots down."

CHAPTER VII.-The TraH to the Hidden Cave.
Wild looked the wounded guard ov,er and found
that though he would be laid up some time, he
was not in any danger of dying from the effects
of the shot.
"You 'had better turn around and take him
back to Two Spot," he said to the driver. "I reckon that's the best thing to do. We will see to it
that the bandits don't interfere with you again.
Just quiet the ladies there. There is no danger
now."
Charlie caug,ht the horse the bandit had been
riding when shot, and then the body was placed
upon 1t and tied so it would not fall off. A few
minutes later they started back for the mining
camp, our three friends leading the way with the
dead man. Wild learned from the driver the saloon that the dead man had been in the halbit of
hanging out at. It was the one adjoining the·
"Fifth Avenue 0-pera House." When they rode
into town they halted right at the door of this
resort.
The proprietor and half a dozen cowboys, as
well as three or four loiterers, came out, looking
much surprised. Our hero looked up at the sign
across the front of the place and found that it
was the "Opera Saloon; Dan White, proprietor."
"Mr. White," said he, "just look at this carcass.
Perhaps you can tell us where it should be taken."
'l\he man came out willingly enough.
"Why, it's Peg!" he exclaimed.
That his surp1ise was genuine our hero had no
doubt, for he had been watching him closely.
"He knows nothing about the game," he said
to his partners, in a low tone of voice.
"Was ther galoot married?" Charlie questioned.
"Not that I know of," was the reply, with a
shake of the head. "All I know about him is
that he has been hangin' around here oveT a
month, playin' poker, an' livin' from what he
won. He was a sort of pal of Dick Coddles, ther
boss gambler of ther camp."
"All right. Will you kindly send for the under•
taker, then? You know what to do, I reckon."
It was Wild who spoke.
"Sartin I will," was the reply, and picking out
one of the loiterers, Dan White sent rum off to
find the man who officiated in the capacity of an
undertaker.
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"What's ther mattel', anyhow?" asked White,
as he saw the stagecoach stop at a shanty a few
yards up the street, and three men proceed to
.carry out the wounded guard.
"Well, seven masked bandits held up the outfit
a little more than five miles out of town," Wild
answered. "The first thing they did was to shoot
t.he guard, and then they dashed out and ordered
a halt. We happened to get there just then, and
Peg, as you call him, got his medicine before he
could get away. Now then, you lrnow the names
of the gang that stuck to Dick Coddles, so please
give them to me. They are the bandits who have
been making things lively along the trail to El
Dorado."
"Sartin I'll give yer their names, Young Wild
West. I'll tell yer everything I know about 'em,
too. But I never would have thought that they
was bad enough ter be road agents. I did think
that they would rob a man at playin' cards, but
not ter make a hold-up, or anything like that. No
wonder they've been so flush lately!"
He named the six men over and Wild wrote
1:hem down. By this time •t he news had reached
Duster Pete, the "judge," and as our friends were
leaving the saloon to go back and start the stagecoach off again, he came running up.
"Hello, Youn?. Wild West!" he called out excitedly. "Whats ther matter, anyhow? I hear
that ther stagecoach was held up, an' that one of
the robbers got his medicine."
"That's right, Judge. You heard just right.
Just take a look at the victim, and see if you
know him."
The judge lost no time obeying.
"Whew!" he exclaimed. "This is what I call
somethin' amazin'! One of ther gamblers, eh?"
"Yes, that's 1ight. Now we want to get the
rest of them. There are six more in the gang."
"Peg, eh?"
The judge acted as though some one had knocked the breath out of him by hitting him on the
back. Wild hurried over to the stagecoach. When
he got there the girls came out of the hotel, and
they were quickly informed of what had happened.
"Well, you thought just right that time, Wild,"
said Arietta, nodding to her clashing young lover.
"I am glad you went, though it is too bad that
there was any shooting."
"The sneaking coyotes fired at the guard on
top of the stage before they showed themselves,
and that angered Charlie so that he had to let
one of them have it. It is all right, though. The
whole gang ought to be shot\"
"Yer never spoke truer words in your life,
Wild!" exclaimed the scout. "Ther world is better off without sich galoots as they are, an' there
ain't no mistake on that."
The outfit was soon ready to set out again,
and mounting their horses, Wild and his partners
,rnnt with it. The1;e was just a probability that
the defeated bandits might lie in ambush for
them, but Wild thought that they had quite
enough of it for the present. This proved to be
co1Tect, for they reached the scene of the hold-up
and found that there were no hoofp1·ints that
would indicate tha~ the villains had come oat of
the nanow passage between the rocks again.
"Go ahead," said Wild to the driver. "I reckon
you'll get through all right now. This same gang
of bandits won·t bother you again, and I'll bet
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on it! \\"e'll have them before you come b~
the day after to-monow."
,e
"I hope yer do," wa;; the reply. '·Well, goal•
by, an' good luck to yer!"
y
Away went the stagecoach, the passengei
cheering their champions and waving handkei
chiefs. As soon as it was out of sight Wi
started to ride through the passage among tc
rocks.
'-Come on, boys; I reckon we'll follow the traY
of the galoots, if we can," he said.
1e
"That's ther way ter talk, Wild!" cried Charlit
who was eager to get at the bandits.
As they now knew who they were, they all f~
that they would have a much easier chance J
running them down. The passage was a rathf
crooked one, and they were compelled to let t!ie
horses walk, for the most part of the way.
it was not very long before they came out infS
the open back of the little ridge. The ti-ail ·wt'
picked up easily, and confident that they ,Ye#-'
going to wip. out, the three rode along at an eas
pace, keeping both eyes and ears open.
Y',
When they found that the trail swung arou~
to the right of the mining camp they knew tlu,.
the villains had sought refuge either within if
limits or somewhere close to its borders. Then
continued on the way, pausing now and then f,
examine the hoofprints that showed here air,there, and at length they found themselves hea
ing straight for the collection of shanties tha
formed the camp of Two Spot. The fact wa"
they were nearing the shanty occupied by Bla~s
Hen, where the headquarters of the band wa
located.
But they could not see it until they were almoi
upon it, since they were apprnaching from th
rear, and the high bank it was built again?
shielded it from view. This bank was in the shap 1
of a hill at the rear, and running right to it ·wa"
a gully. It was the gully that our friends we:rf
riding into now, for there were the tracks of thl"
horses plainly before them. Hoofprints leadint
both ways could be seen, old ones and new ones
Buit they could easily pick out the ones th
horses of the bandits had made when thev lefl
the scene of the hold-up. The gully gradual!•
broadened and finally ended in a glen, where i'
stream of water trickled from the rocks at th1
top of the hill and flowe-d along in a little brook<:
Here the hoofprints could no longer be seen, anie
then Wild and his partners looked where thet<
continued, they thinking that the villains mus•<
have gone either one side or the other. Bute
search about as tlaey might, they could not fin~
which way the horses had gone.
l
"It's mighty strange," said the scout, after the~ 1
had looked all around in a thorough manner.
"That's right, Charlie," our hero answere<F
"But maybe they didn't go out of here."
'1
"What do vou mean, Wild?" Da1~t asked.
~
"Suppose there is a cave in under the hill?" 1
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed the scout. "Let'1
look!"
<
He started for the spot where the water camt,,
tumbling down without any delay. As Charlie gof
up close to the wet rock, the noise of the falling'
water ringing in his ears, he saw a yawning open,
ing just back of it. He beckoned for Wild an
Jim to come to his side, ~nd then all three foun
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lmselves looking into the mouth of a black
e!
Take it easy, boys," said Wild. "Don't make
noise. I reckon we've run the galoots to
ir hiding place."
HAFTER VIII.-The Bandits in Their Den.
ick Coddles received the surprise of his life
en Young Wild West and his partners dashed
the rescue of those in the stagecoach. Neither
nor his companions had seen our friends when
y rode around and struck the trail, so they
not dream of such a thing as being interfered
th. But he knew that it was all up the moment
of his men fell, and with the command on
lips for them to follow him, he rode into the
ssage. Glad to geit away, the five men foled him, and they did not stop to ambush the
ee, in case they gave pursuit. They pushed
through, and reaching the almost level coun' made for the back entrance to their secret
ve.
"We're sartinly in fur it now, Dick," said Black
t n, as they rode along. "Poor Peg got his medne, an' they'll know him. That means that
e y'll know ·who was with him, too! I 1·eckon
ourselves in Two Spot
.
,,never dare ter show
,.'II
m.
The leader of the gang shook his head.
"It looks that way, Hen," he answered. "I supse Young Wild West came here on purpose to
nt us down. But that don't say that he'll suced, though. Just wait! I'll think of a way to
him and his pards, ~ee if I don't. But we've
t to lay low now, I suppose. As you say, it
n't be safe for us to show up-unless we want
risk get.ting our necks stretched."
"No one wants ter have that done, Dick," spoke
one of the others. "I reckon it will be better
lay low fur a while. You're sartinly smart
ough ter disguise yourself; I've often heard yer
y how you've done that thing, an' fooled ther
sit of 'em. If yer could do that yer could show
in ther camp as a stranger, an' then iyou'd
all right, anyhow."
"By Jove! Hawkins, that's a good suggestion
yours. l am pretty slick at disguising myself,
ause I have a way of changing my voice, as
11 as my looks. I'll do that, too. This afteron I'll ride into the camp as a total stranger,
d I'll bet that Young Wild West won't know
e, not if he talks for half an hour steady with
e! A good idea, I must say."
Dick Coddles was really pleased at the idea
at had been suggested to him by the man, and
was a sort of balm to his failure to rob the
agecoach. But there was a fe eling of sorrow
r the death of their companion among the men.
s they neared the secret hiding place this feelg turned gradually to one of hate for those who
, d caused it.
Heretofore there had been but a dislike for
oung Wild West and his partners, because they
cl succeeded in making four of their number
ake water"; but now it was different. They had
real cause for 1·evenge. They knew that they
uld be a.hie to get to the cave without being
en by any one in the mining camp proper, or
y of the miners who were at work on their
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claims, but they kept a sharp watch as they rode
along, and when they finally struck the gully
that our three friends found later they felt easy
on that score.
The spot where the shoes of their horses took
no effect, in the way of making an imprint, being reached, they let them walk. Straight to the
little waterfall they went, and dismounting, led
the steeds, one at a time, directly behind it into
the black-looking cave. But those men knew just
where they were going, so there was no difficulty
about the matter. Dick Coddles was one of the
first to get inside, and o:r..ce there he stiuck a
match and found a l~ntern on a shelving rock
close at hand. This was lighted, and waiting till
the rest got in with the horses, he led the way
through the cave a short distance and came to
the place where the animals were stabled. Daylight came tlu:ough a narrow opening just at the
side of the roof of the shanty, so it was hardly
necessa11y for the lantern. But they had use for
it on the other side, where the natural apartment
they c1.dled their meeting room was located. The
horses lbeing put away, they entered this, all of
them feeling that it would be some hours before
they left it again. Another lantern was Ughted,
and then the oil lamp that hung over the table.
"Here we ai·e, boys, safe and sound!" said the
leader, as ihe threw himself into a chair at the
head of the table.
"Yes, an' with one less than we had when we
went out this mornin'," Hawkins added, shaking
his head.
"Well, that can't be helped now, boys. But we
can avenge the death of Peg, boys. We can do
that!"
A murmur of approval went up.
"I wrn see to that, and don't forget it. I will
fix up a scheme to send them to eternity in a
J:iurry. Already I have a faint idea of how it can
be done."
The villains looked at him eagerly and expectantly.
"Fetch out some whisky, Hen."
"Right 'Y'er are, Dick. I'll have ter go an' let
ther old woman know what's up, anyhow, so she'll
be posted if any one comes to ther shanty lookin'
fur me an' you."
"All right; don't be gone long. I feel the need
of a little stimulant now."
Black Hen went t o the hidden door that would
let him into the cellar under the shanty, and,
opening it, ascended the steps to the trapdoor in
the dark. He knew the door was fastened from
the underside, and he knew just how to release
it without seeing. The fastening was quickly
slipped aside and then he cautiously pushed up
the door. The pantry door was closed, and after
listening until he heard his wife moving about he
called out oftly:
"Sarah!"
There was no verbal answer, but the next minute the doo;r of t he little room was opened cautiou sly and the h ead of the woman appeared.
"What is it, Hen ?" came the query.
"Fetch me a bottle of whisky."
"Oh! all right."
That there was a supply of it in the house was
evident, for she quickly brought a full lbottle.
"Shet ther door, Sarah. I want ter tell yer
somethin'."
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they were for the present. The noise of the f~ ''
ing water had drowned any noise they made n
approaching the cave, so their presence could f
known only by some one seeing them. This the0
were quite sure was not the case.
"Come 011, <boys," said Wild. "We will le
this to a little later in the day. We'll wait a
see if Dick Coddles is daring enough to show
e
in town."
Mounting their horses, they rode back throui
the gully until they found a way to get around 0
the trail. This was easy enough to do, for ,
th~y had to do was to follow the path the "t..
lams had taken when they set out on their 1t0
rand to rob the stagecoach. Reaching the tr,
they rode leisurely into the camp, passing tf
very shanty that connected with the cave. 13>
neither of them had any idea that it was in af
way connected with the cave just then since tht
did not know who occupied it. They ~ere met
front of the store by Duster Pete, the judge w't
promptly informed them that the undertake~ hf
seen to the remains of Peg, and that quite a sii
of money had been taken from his clothes. Whi
they were talking, two men came out of t)
,..
shanty diagonally across the way.
"Great Scott!" exclaimed Young Wild Wea
"There comes Dick Coddles and one of his frien ·
boys!"
"Tha
"That's right," nodded the judge.
where they live, yer know. Coddles boards wi
Black Hen, and that's Black Hen's shanty. S
they couldn't have been with ther galoots wh
made ther hold-up, Young Wild West."
"It might look that way, but I reckon yo
find out that they were with them, just the sa
Don't say anything about it. We'll find out s
enough."
The two villains came along the street n
'
paying the lea:st attention to our friends.
"Hello, Coddles," said the judge, as they we
passing on the opposite side. "Where have y
been?"
"Just got up half an hour ago," was the rep!
"It ·was late when I turned in last night y
know. \;i,1hat has heen going on around he
anyhow? Hen's wife tells us that the stagecoac
Anyth'
\vent out and came back again.
·
wrong?"
."I s11oulrl reckon so. Seve~1 masked galoo
tr,ed ter hold up the1· outfit a little over fi
miles out, an' one of 'em got shot. Who do y
s'pose ther galoot was, Dick?"
"I ha,·en·t the least idea, and the leader of t
bandits _acted just as though he meant it, whi
Black Hen's face wore an expectant look.
"It was Peg, one of your sporty friends."
"Wnat!"
It seemed to be genuine surprise that Di
Coddle,; showed just then. But he could not cl
ceive Young Wild West and his partners. Th
were firmly convinced that he had been with t
gang that had fled when Peg had been shot. T
boldness of the two men was certainly astonis
ing, so they thought. But a glance at Chari
and Jim from Wild made them under,;tand th
they were to say nothing just then. The jud
proceeded to explain what had happened, a
CHAPTER IX.-Audacity of Coddles and Hen.
Dick Coddles listened '.¥ith affected interest. Bia
When om· hero had satisfied himself that they Hen tried hard to make it appear that he w
had really found the hiding place of the bandits interested, but he did not have the way of doi
he made up his mind t? let matters stand just as it well.

The woman did so. It was evident that she
could tell by her husband's manner that something was wrong.
"What is ther matter, Hen?" she asked, speaking in a whisper, and looking at him in a frightened way.
"We had mighty bad luck a little while ago.
Poor Peg got shot while we was in ther ad of
hol<lin' up ther stagecoach. They know who he
was, 'cause they, had plenty of chance ter tak.e
ther mask off an' look at his face. We had ter
light out an' leave him, so that means that they
know who ther bandits are now, too. We've got
ter lay low fur a good while, I reckon."
The woman, who had such a meek ,yay about
her, was of more than ordinary sense, 1t seemed.
She lighted a candle so she might see her husband's face as she talked with him, and then
kneeling upon the floor, told him to go ahead and
tell just what had happened. Black Hen had
found her a very good adviser before, and he now
willingly told her all about it.
"\Vell," she said, when he had done, "I don't
see how you and Dick have got to keep in. No
one knows that either of you have got horses,
and they surely don't know that you can leave
this house by any other way than the door in
front. We are only a couple of hundred yards
from the store across the street, and I am sure
you would have been seen if you had gone out
that way. You and Dick just come here and
make 'Y 'o urselves at home. The rest will have
to lie low; not you. Just because Peg was a
friend of yours does not say that you had to
know that he belonged to a gang of bandits. I
am sure you ought to be able to prove your innocence. I will tell any one who comes here that
you have neither of you been out of the house
since one o'clock this morning. Go and tell Dick
this, and then both of you come here. I will put
something to eat on the table and make it appear
that I am waiting for you to get up for your
breakfast."
The words of his clever wife thrilled Black
Hen.
"By ginger, Sarah!" he exclaimed. "You're a
jewel, you are! I'll buy diamonds fur yer when
we ever git ter a place· where they kin be
bought."
"Maybe you might have a chance to steal them,
Hen," she answered, a faint smile cro~ing her
face.
"Well, they'll come all ther cheaper if I do.
Now, gal. you go an' do jest as yer say ~,er will.
J'll go an' tell Dick what you 've said. Yer kin
bet that he'll say that I've got a woman what's
worth havin'!"
"Which is more than he'll ever get, most likely." was the retort. as the villain let down the
trapdoor a'1d wpnt into the cellar.
In Je,;s trian five minutes he came back, accompanied hy Dick Coddles. The leader of the bandits had been struck bv the scheme the woman
proposed, and he meant' to cany it out.
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'' .:ell, if it was Peg who got shot with a mask
1
al n his face I am much surprised," said Coddles,
fter he had heard the whole story from the
dge. "I always found him to be a pretty good
ort of ma·n. He was· a professional gambler,
1at's all. Maybe he cheated a lot in card games,
tit that wasn't so bad. That's a business, you
1
ow. He kept his private business well to himelf, it seems, didn't he, Hen?"
"He sartinly did," was the repl y.
Wild thought he had better give them a shot,
o he said:
"Well, there· were just seven in the gang, so it
I
ade us think that they were you fellows.
ound out last night that there were just that
.
any in your gang."
Blaok Hen winced slightly at this remark. W1ld
as looking directly at him, too, but he did not
1
ct as though he noticed it.
"Well, I don't know why I should be put down
s a bandit," said Coddles. "Just because I had
little trouble with you don't say that I am a
coundrel, does it?"
"Oh, no!"
"You won out last night, and I told you that I
.
as satisfied, didn't I?"
"That's right. But I haven't come to thmk
cl at you meant what you said yet. I tell you,
ck Coddles I have met a good many slick
t oundrels in' my day, and I can't help putting
u down as one of them. If I have made a
.
stake in IDiY' estimation of you I wiU apologize
hen I find it out. That is fair, isn't it?"
"Well, I suppose I'll have to say it is. I know
, }iat you can do in the line of quick shooting,
(jllnd as you seem to have the whole camp with
I
ojY~>U, I wouldn't think of contradicting yo~.
/always thought I was a pretty good one with a
gun, but vou showed me last night that I was
a'bout as slow as molasses in winter time. I tell
you pJ.ainly, Yo'll1l,g Wild West, that I w:ant 1!-o
ouble with you. If you have got the idea m
your head that I am in any way connected with
t he masked band that held up the stagecoach, you
· are welcome to it. But you will have to prove it
before it will do you any good."
"All right, Dick Coddles. · We won't argue the
question just now. We got one of the gang, and
~1oru can bet all you're worth that we'll get the
other six before they are twenty-four hours older! That's saying a whofa lot, maybe, but I
ean every word of it."
"Well, I'll do all I can to help you, for I am
just as much again.st that sort of business as
you are."
With that, the two villains went across the
street again and walked to the Opera Saloon.
"A putty cool sol't of a galoot that feller is," re:~marked Cheyenne Charlie, in an undertone to Jim
ejDart.
"Yes, but he is the leader of the bandits, just
· the same," was the reply.
"That's right. I kin tell by ther style of him."
'
Wild and Charlie remained a short while and
· then they went over to the Ope1'a Saloon. Hop
a was there, playing poker with some miners. When
H op had cleaned out the miners, or they had
stopped playing, Wild called him ove1·. Wild
knew that it would hardly do to let them all know
that t hey had discovered the cave back of the
house, but since he had found that the shanty
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built against the bank was where the two made
their home, he wanted to know something about
it. He decided to send Hop there an,d let him
find out what he could.
"Hop," he said, after the Chinaman had settled
up with the proprietor and treated all hands, "I
want 'y:ou to go to the store."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," was the cheerful
retort.
Then our hero whispered a few words in his
ear and off went Hop on a rather peculiar errand.
One thing albout him, he knew just what to do.
He went to the store first, and as Wild had told
him that there was no particular hurry about it,
he decided to have a little fun with the storekeeper. This was a ha,bit he had, and somehow
he could not help it. Just as he was goJng in he
saw ·a woman come out of the shanty he had been
told to go to. Then Hop changed his program
a little.
CHAPTER X.-Hop Makes a Discovery.
"Me allee samee lettee um storekeeper be till
pletty ,s oonee by and by," muttered Hop, as he
saw the woman come out of the shanty. "Lat
must be um wife of bandit, so be."
He waited until the woman was nearly to the
store and then walked up and met her. It waE
common to speak to strangers in tha:t part of the
country, and Hop always made it a point to do
so, being unusually polite to the female sex.
"Velly nicee morning," he said, bowing to the
woman.
"Yes," she answered rather coldly. "But I
don't know as though I want to be told about it.
Go on ab.out yo1J.r business, you yellow-faced
heathen!"
"Allee light, Missy Melican Girl; me go light
on 'boutee my business, so be. Me tlinkee you
so veJl,y pletty Melican girl lat me havee bow and
allee samee say sometling to you, so be. Me
likee lookee at um pletty Melican girls."
Now the chances a.re that the1·e never had been
aI11yith.ing pr(ltty about the woman; and being
middle-aged and wan in appearance, 'bhere certainly was nothing attractive abo11,t her. But
what Hop said pleased her, just the same.
"You are a very civil Chinee," she said. "You
are not like the rest I have met."
Then she went into the store, and Hop set out
for i~ie house she had come out of. The Chinaman wanted to get there without being seen by
any one, and this was going to be a hard thing
to do, for there were several shanties right near
it, on both sides of the street. As he came to it
he took a quick glance around, and then came to
the conclusion that he would have to take the
chances of being seen; and so long as the two
villains he ihad left in the saloon did not see him
it would be aH right. He walked boldly to the
door, ·a nd finding that it was not closed exactly
tight, he placed his toe against it at the bottom,
and then gave a knock upon it. In a few seconds the door opened, because he pushed it with
his foot. Then Hop made a lbow to the empty
house and stepped inside, closing the door after
him. Once inside, he went right to business. Hop
got a lively move on him and went th rough t he
rooms of the shanty. He did not know just what
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Wild wanted him to search for, other tha~ to find
out if the shanty was different from the average
one, with some sort of secret hiding place in it.
Knowing that much, he searC'hed about, ready
to take up the least thing that looked suspicious
and work it out. It was only natural that he
should open every door he came to, and in just
about three minutes after entering the house he
came to the pantry door. Hop opened this and
looked in. Pots, pans, kettles, crocke1,yi and provisions were stored there. But it was a bigger
place than the usual run of closets in shanties, and
he proceeded to make an examination of it. Hop
never did things by halves. When he found that
there was no way out of the pantry but by the
door he had entered he looked at the ceiling. But
there was no opening there, nor all!Y' signs of
one. Then he turned to the floor. In less than
two seconds he found the trapdoor. He hesitated
a moment, and then deciding to take the risk,
~1e tried to raise the trapdoor. It so happened
that when they came out a short time before, no
one came along with Coddles and Black Hen to
fasten the door on the underside. Consequently,
Hop had no difficulty in opening it. Just as he
saw the flight of stairs there, he heard the door
at the front of the house open, and then footsteps. The woman was returning.
Hop did not want to be caught now, especially
as he felt that he was on the eve of an important
discovery. Closing the door of the pantry, he
dropped gently through the opening in the floor
and then descended the steps. When far enough
down he drew the trapdoor back in place. The
cellar was pretty dark, and seeing or hearing
nothing that would indicate that there was anything living in it, resides himself, he struck a
match. The Chinaman's eyes took in everything
there was to be seen. The door at the back
struck him as being what he wanted, and letting
the match die out, he moved over to it and placed
himself in a 'listening attitude. The hum of low
voices came to his ears, but he could not understand a word that was being said.
"Me undelstand," he muttered. 'Um bandits
allee samee gottee um cave. Ley stay Jere and
hide, so be. Come in through um shanty. Velly,
smartee business."
Hop thought ihe had found out _eno~gh, so he
decided to get out. How to do this W1thout letting the woman know of his presence he did no1;
know. But when he thought it over he decided
that he would have to take the chances, and if
he did get discovered by her ihe would endeavor
to throw her off the track by his appa1·ent innocent cleverness. He found the way to the flight
of steps and then up he went. Listening for a
few seconds, he found that the woman was not
in the pantry, and then he raised the trapdoor
with his head. He got up and out in a hur1,y-,
and without making a particle of noise, at that.
Then Hop calmly opened the door of the little
room and stepped out into the living room. He
would not have done this just then had his ears
not told him that the woman was in the other
room. Softly he closed the pantry door and then
across the room he glided for the door that opened
upon the street.
The woman was humming an old-fashioned ·a ir
just then, no doubt busy with her work of keeping
the shanty tidy. Hop got outside, and he breath~
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ed a sigh of relief as he did, for he did not v.n
to make explanations to the woman. He wio
!have felt more like taking the chances ,vit.li
man. Once outside, the clever Chinaman wat
leisurely around to the store, a short distt(
away. There happened to be no customers thl
just th.en, and the boss was standing on the ~
of planking in front of it that wias called a po·
The buHding was the only two-story structur,
Two Spot and had a flag flying from a small si
on the peaked roof.
"What was you doin' over there, you heath
asked the proprietor, looking at Hop curiou:
as he came up and sat down on the edge of1·
store stoop.
3
"Um nicee Melican lady allee samee dlop sw
money when she go to um 1house, and me fine
Me takee to her."
"Oh!"
1
It was a very plausible excuse, and the stir
keeper swallowed it readily. Just then Hop thi
a wriggling rattlesnake right on his feet. ~
man thought it was one, anyhow, for he let •
a yell and jumped off the stoop. Then Hop p1
ed up the snake, which was only a rubber L
that he h.ad made himself, and put it under Y
coat.
"What are yer doin' with that thing?"
the storekeeper, as he came back, keeping
safe distance from the Chinaman. "Have yer
ther fangs an' ther pizen-bag out of its mou
"Yes," answered Hop, and then he let the sru
go at him.
This time it caught him about the neck a
wound itself around a couple of times. 'l'h'i
was no way to get it off without taking his h
to it, and when he seized it the storekeeper
covered that it was but a rubber strip cut ·
shape and painted. His fear turned to surpris
"Well, you're smart, all right," he decla?
"Come on! I'll take yer across ther street 1
treat yer."
it
"Allee light," answered Hop, smiling in
cheerful way; and the tw-0 went over.
t.

1

n

CHAPTER XL-The Sheriff AITives.
The storekeeper had a clerk in the store, t
he could leave easily enough, and when Hop si
gested that they go to the Opera Saloon, he c
sented.
"Let me see that blamed snake ag'in," he sii.
as they walked along.
t
"Allee light," was the 1·eply, and Hop gaveS
to him.
t
"Well, by thunder! It looks like ther J
thing, when y-er first look at it, don't it?"
~
"Velly muchee."
1
"Where did yer git it?"
l
"Me allee samee makee flom piecee of lubbel
"Yer made it yerself?"
r
"Lat light."
"You're a good one, all right! I'll pay· fur
much as yer want ter drink, John."
I
"Me no namee John," Hop protested.
1
"What is your name, then?"
1
"Me namee Hop Wah; comee flom China." 1
"Hop Wah come from China, eh? That's'
mighty long name, seems ter me."
The storekeeper laughed at his own joke. ~ l
grinned, too, for he knew what the man was dri!
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mons over our way, an' we've got ter try an'
settle it without any blood bein' spilled."
"Well, when you get ready to go we'll have
the bandits for you."
"Do you mean that, Young Wild West?"
The sheriff looked at him as though he thought
he might be joking.
"I certainly do."
"Well, you must be a regular snorter, then."
"I don't care what you call me, a snorter or a
hustler; but we'll have the galoots, dead or
.
alive."
"Good! I'd like ter see it done."
The sheriff ate at the table with them that daY',
and he proved to be quite a talker. Before the
dinner was over he was convinced that Young
Wild West and his partners were no ordinary persons, and that there was no bluff about them.
"You fellers will do it, if any one will," he
said, as they went to the bar to get a cigar, after
the meal was over. "I sorter feel that in my
bones."
"Well, I am glad you feel that way. You won't
be disappointed. "
Our hero did not think it advisable to tell him
what he knew. Since he had made the discovery
through his own efforts and tho,se of his partners
and Hop, he wanted the credit to rest where it
belonged. So far, none of the rest of Dick Coddle.s' pals had shown up in the camp. Wild knew
pretty well why this was. The two were known
Bttt the moment he got by the side of the boy, to live at the shanty that connected with the
cave, and the others were supposed to live el see said, in a whisper:
"~le allee sarr:ee gittee in um hom:e, and me where. They were afraid to appear lest they be
ndee way down um cellar. Um door Jere whattee placed under arrest. It was not long before Hop
o back some place, so be; me hear Melican mans appeared in the room wiuh our hero and the sherllee samee talkee, but no undelstand whatee ley iff. By this time the clever Chinaman had beay. Me havee velly muchee goodee luck, Misler come a little intoxicated. Wild at once took him
to -task about it.
ild."
"If you would quit drinking ,¢'hi-sky, you would
"I should say you did," was the reply.
Then Wild questioned him and learned all about be all right," he said to him, as he took him by
t. Now he understood why no one had seen Dick the arm and gave him a shaking. "Why don't
oddles and Black Hen leave the shanty until you leave the stuff alone entirely,, if you can't stop
when you have taken enough?"
hey came out while they were at the store.
"Me no gottee 'nough, so be, Misler Wild," was
"They have a pretty clever way of doing busiess, I reckon," he thought. "But they will soon the quick reply. "When me allee samee gittee
nd out that they are not so smart as they 'nough, me stoppee, so be." '
hink."
"Well, I say you have got enough now! Do
Wild called his partners, and then they went vou understand that?"
ver to the hotel. Hop remained with the store- · Wild spoke as though he was really angry at
eeper. The girls were an.,'<ious to know what him, and Hop became humble at once.
"Allee light, Misler Wild," he said. "Me no
ad turned up, and when they heard all about it,
hev were amazed. It was just noon when the dlink some more tanglefoot to-day, so be. Me
sheriff of the country reached Two Spot. He allee samee goodee Chinee; go to um Sunday'lbrought ,~ith him so1!1e placard~, which he had school in Flisco; velly goodee Chinee."
"A funny sort of heathen, that," remarked the
deputies tack up m the public places. They
rwere to the effect that $500 would be paid for sherifl', as he looked at Hop and grinned. "Where
information that would lead to the arrest of the did yer find him ? "
bandits who had been terrorizing travelers on
"Oh, he dropped among us by chance,'' our hero
the El Dorado Trail. Wild found that the man's replied. "He's a mighty clever fellow, too. If he
introname ·was Duncan, and v.·hen he had been
did not take too much whisky now and then he
duced to him he said:
would be a dandy."
"Well, Sheriff Duncan, I reckon I'll have to
"'Vhat's he smart at?"
look for that reward. I don't care so much for
"Oh, he's a sort of magician. He can play draw
the money as I do for the honor of cleaning up poker and win every time, too."
he gang. I reckon it won't take long to land
"A magician, eh?"
he bandits. h~w long do you intend to stay in
"Yes; and a good one, too."
s Two Spot?"
"An' knows how ter play draw poker?"
"Oh, yes."
"I"ll have ter go back to-morrer," was the re•
"Well, that's ther greatest game what ever
. ly. ·'I've got some business that's got ter be
tended to. There's trouble among ther Mor- was, ain't it?"
They entered the saloon together and
ound Wild and his partners there. The showman
ad challenged Dick Coddles and Black Hen to
hrow dice for a dollar a throw, and it was just
etting interesting. Our hero, while he never
rank anything strong, did not object to staying
n a saloon, especially when he had business there.
He wanted to watch the two villains, and at
he same time wait for Hop to return from his
rrand. When he saw the Chinaman come in
ith the storekeeper he hardly thought he had
en to the shanty at all. But a glance came
rom the almond eyes the next minute that told
im different. The storekeeper was a man who
rank little and seldom visited the saloon, so
hen he came in, his face wreathed in smiles,
here was wonder on the part of the boss.
"Give ther Chinee ther best you've got in ther
ouse, Dan," he said. "Mine will be ther same. ·
never knowed that a heathen could be so very
lever."
Wild walked outside, leaving Charlie and Jim
here.
"Hop," he called out, "did you get what I told
ou to at the store?"
"Not yet, Misler Wild," was the rep]~-, and uhe
hinaman came out after him. "Me allee samee
orgittee, so be. Me talkee with um storekeeper,
nd me no tlinkee whattee me wantee buy, so
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"I don't know about that. A great many seem
to think i:t is."
"It beats faro or roulette all holler," the sheriff declared. "Say! I'd like ther heathen ter show
me somethin' about ther game, blamed if I
wouldn't."
"I know about how you feel, Sheriff," said Wild,
with a laugh. "You have an idea that you know
about aH there is to the game, and that the Chinaman couldn't teach you anything if he tried.
Just to prove to you that ,you are mistaken, I'll
let him give you a lesson or two. Come on in
the back room."
"You bet I will!"
Hop smiled blandly, and our he110 noticed that
he did not appear to be half as intoxicated as he
had at first. They went to the back room and ,a
pack of cards was brought in by the bartender.

CHAPTER XII.-The Plot.
It was a little after noon when Dick Coddles
and Black Hen went back to their shanty. They
usually did this when there was nothing going on
to keep them at the saloon, so nothing could be
made strange of it. They found the noonday
meal ready, as it alwa;ys was when they came in,
and this showed that whatever the woman might
be otherwise, she was a model housekeeper.
- "Well, Hen," she said to her husband, !her dulllooking gray eyes lighting a little, "I suppose you
have found out that my ,advice was all right,
haven't you?"
"Yes, Sarah, I reckon you was jest right," the
villainous husband answered. "I wouldn't never
have thought of sich a thing. You are all right,
gal. Some dl!JY ther diamonds will come."
"And the fine dresses, and the team of ihorses
and fine coach," she added, with a laugh. "Never
mind, Hen; if we don't never git all them things
we may git enough money an' go somewhere ter
live in peace an' comfort. I don't want to live
this kind of life much longer."
Dick Coddles did not say a word until the two
were done talking. Then when he was asked by
the woman if he would have a little brandy in
his coffee, or just plain, with milk and sugar, he
nodded and said:
"A little bit of brandy, please. Now I want to
thank y9u for making the suggestion that we
go out and put on a bold front. Though Young
Wild West and his partners can't get it out of
their heads that we are connected with the bandits, they can't accuse us, as they think we never
left the shanty since last night. It was a very
good scheme, but we are still under suspicion."
"Well, why don't you get clear of them?"
The woman asked the question in such a pointed way that the two villains started and looked
at each other.
"Kin you tell us how, Sarah?" the husband
asked.
"Yes. You have said all along that if there
was any suspicion put on you, you were going to
look for other quarters before it came too late.
Now is the time to do it, I think. You know
pretty well the kind of people iyou are dealing
with. You know that the rest of the band don't
iare to show themselves in the camp here. What
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is the use of staying here, then? "Why not s~
trap for those who are hunting you?"
"You are talking just right, Sarah," said D1,
Coddles. "I think the best thing we can do is
leave here and go to El Dorado. But before , ~
go we must be revenged upon Young Wild Wed
h
and his pards."
c
"Do you really fear them?" she queried.
"Fear 'em!" echoed her husband. "Why, th
wjll put rope around our necks if they're allov;
ter keep on. Young Wild West an' his pai t
has got ther reputation of huntin' down mo
hands of outlaws an' sich than any ten sherill
ever had! An', besides, didn't they kill po
Peg?"
"Tell us, Sarah," said Black Hen eagerly.
"All you've got to do is to lure them to tis
shantiy. Tlhen they can be blown to pieces. Y
have kegs of powder stored in the cave, and
will be easy to place them directly under t 1
building. A powder train can be laid and wh
they get inside it can be touched with• a light"
match. Then up will go the shanty, and ,yo
dreaded enemies with it!"
The men listened to this proposition with a
miration showing on their faces. There was s
short silence, and then Dick Coddles said:
"But how are we going to get them
Sarah?"
The woman laughed.
"That will be very easy," she answered. "L
them see one of the men they are looking for, a1
follow him here. He can go on down into t!
cave, .and out the other way in a hurry. Sod
one will be on the watch, and when they are ma
ing a search inside here for their man, the po'>
der train can be lighted. Can't you understai
how easy it will be?"
"By Jove!" exclaimed Coddles. "That is a su
scheme. It shall be done. We will get readv j
move at dusk to-night, and Young Wild West·a:
his partners shall be lured to the shanty.
know how to work it now, Sarah."
She smiled and placed the food before them
eat. The two villains felt that the time to lea
had really'come, since their companions dared 1
,show themselves. They were ready and ,villi
to carr}, out the scheme set down by the wom1
After the meal Dick Coddles lighted a cigar, al
turning to Black Hen, said:
"I'll go down and talk it over with the men
the cave. If any one happens to call and inqu·
about me, they must be made to believe tha
am taking an after-dinner 'nap."
"That part will be all right," was the ret
"Go ,a head an' make all arrangements."
The leader of the bandits lost no time in m
ing his way to the cellar. He gave a knock
the door that opened into the cave, and th
pulling it aside, stepped in. He found that
four villains had just finished their noonday m
and that they were in anything but a pleas
frame of mind. The confinement, short as it h
been, was telling on them. Their faces ligh
up when they saw their leader, however.
"You've been gone a long while, Dick," sa
one, shaking his head. "It's mighty lonesome
ihere, even if we have got grub an' stuff t
drink."
"That's right," was the reply. "I want to
you something, boy11. Listen, all of you!"
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n he told them the situation just as it ex. The men listened, showing their uneasis as the tale proceeded.
"Well," said one, when it was done, "if we've
got ter light out of Two Spot, ther quicker we
do it, ther better. I, fur one, don't want ter
have ter stay here very Jong. Livin' in a dark
cave ain't jest ter my likin'."
"We'll go to-nigiht, boys. Just make up your
minds to that. A little before dark we'll lay
ther powder train, and then one of you must go
out and show 'YJ()urself, so Young Wild West and
his partners can get after you."
"I'll be ther one to do that," spoke up one of the
men.
"An' if he can't do it right I'll try it," another
said.
It seemed that they were all eager to get out
of the cave, and they were willing to take the
risk just to be able to do it.
"You will do, Abe," said Coddles to the man
who had spoken first. "You will just fill the bill.
, You are pretty slick at dodging around, and all
you have got to do is to let them see you ,a nd
1 then sneak to the shanty.
They will follow you
soon enough."
"I reckon they will, Dick," was the reply.
"Well, since you understand the game, suppose
we get the powder under the shanty?"
"That's right!" cried the four, in one breath.
They ,w ere eager to do something to keep them
. out of idleness, and thus make the time pass.
; Fully two hundred pounds of powder was stored
in the cave, in twenty-five-pound kegs. The ban• dits had held up a wagon train tha t was on its
, way to Two Spot, and they had taken the powder,
after putting the men in charge to fl ight. It was
hidden, and then taken to the cave later. So
1 earnest!~, did the villains go_ at the work that the
job was soon done. Then Dick Coddles suggest ed
that the heads of the kegs be broken open, so th e
explosion would be simultaneous. This was don e,
and then boards were arranged to la y the train
to the side of the cellar. It was necessar y to
l. make an opening through, and when it was done
n a tile was found and the train laid to the outside.
i All that was necessary then was to finish the
train outside to the point where it was to be
1 lighted.
"There!" said Coddles, when he was satisfied
that everything was in shape to carry out the
estion made by the wife of Black Hen. "Now
u've got to do is to have everything ready
;ve in a hun-y. I don't believe it would be
for any one if they were in the cave
hen the explosion takes place."
ekon not," spoke up the fellow called Haw"Ther whole thing will go up."
l
So it was ther woman what figured all this
t out, eh?" said Abe, the man selected to lure our
~ hero and his partners to the shanty. "By jingo!
She must be a good deal smarter than she looks."
1
"Well, that's right, too. Sarah does not look
t to be anything brilliant," admitted the leader of
the bandit gang.
"She sartinly did think it up jest right, though,"
commented one of the others.
"She ,sartinly did. I reckon we'll git square
with them galoots fur puttin' poor Peg out of ther
ay."
They all expressed themselves, and being very
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bitter a.gainst our friends, the y no doubt hoped
to blow uhem. to atoms. Fiendish work , no doubt,
but there ,are all kinds of men in the world, and
revenge is a thing that will always exist in the
hearts of some. After a while Dick Coddles left
them, promising to come back and take Abe out
with him when the time came. As the villain
emerged from the pantry and walked out into
the livin~ room he saw a face at the window. It
disappeared as if by magic, and running to the ,
door, he saw Young Wild West's clever Chinaman
walking aw.ay.
CHAPTER XIII.-Hop Makes Another Discovery.

Hop had barely begun to show the sheriff
something about the cards when Jim Dart came
in and told Wild that Coddles and Black Hen were
going toward the shanty.
"I thought perhaps you might want Hop to do
a little more spying," he ,said. "Maybe he might
ibe able to hear them talking, and that would let
us know what their plans are. They certainly
don't mean to let their companions stay in that
cave all the time."
"That's right, Jim," replied our hero. "Just
wait a few minutes and I'll let Hop take a walk
around that way. I think we had better wait a
while, anyhow. That will throw them off their
guard more. They might be expecting to be fol- ,,.
lowed just now."
So Hop was allowed to go ahead with his game.
Already1 he had succeeded in mystifying the sheriff considerably, but he wanted more.
"Kin you deal out jest what yer want to?" he
a sked, looking at the Chinaman as though he began to believe he was up against a wonderful
person, indeed.
"Yes; me allee samee dealee you four kings
now, and me gittee four lillee aces," was the reply.
"What! Not after I cut ther cards?"
"Yes, y ou cuttee um cards, so be."
"All n ght. There you are!"
The sheriff cut the cards and pushed the deck
to Hop. Then apparently from the top of the
pack the Chinaman dealt five cards, alternately,
to each of them. The sheriff looked at his cards
and found he had four kings.
"Great Scott!" he exclaimed. "How did yer do
it?"
Hop showed his four aces and smiled.
"Velly easy, when you allee samee knowee how,
so be," he declared.
"I guess it is. But ther thing is ter know ihow."
He was satisfied now that the clever Chinaman could do about as he wanted to with a pack
of cards. After- spending half an hour showing
some of his tricks Hop turned to go out. Then
Wild oalled him.
.
"I want you to go over and watch that s.iiant '
Hop," he said. "Don't take another drinkl
try and find out what is going on over tn
Coddles and Black Hen are there now."
"Allee light, Misler Wild; me allee same
um best, so be."
Hop went out as though for a walk. It was not
long before he found himself close to the side ~
the shanty. He had just about got there when he
saw something moving on the ground close to the
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ter down us, Wild," declared the scout.
clump of bushes and watched. In a few minutes think anything like that. Dick Coddles ii
he saw something come through the earth from ther kind of a galoot what'll take any kind
·
under the shanty. It was the sharpened end of chance ter git revenge."
"All right, then. Now, between the three of u~
a small log. This was worked back and forth
until a hole was made, and then a tile was pushed and the gil'l-1;, a watch must be kept continuallYf
·r
through. Hop was more than interested. But he Just remember that, all of you."
"All right, Wild," Arietta answered. "We wif
was afraid some one might come along and find
him crouching there. However, to succeed in do our part."
Hop went on out. But he was not satisfied to_
what he had undertaken, he must remain there.
"Me watchee," he said to himself. "Me findee remain in idleness just then. He went to t
barroom and -asked for the sheriff. Learning th
outee sometling."
The piece of tile barely came to the edge of the he had gone out to look around the camp a littl't
board that ran along the bottom of the shanty,, Hop went to look for him. The first place ho
and ,vhen it became still the Chinaman knew that went to was the Opera Saloon. There was t~
it had been arranged to the satisfaction of who- sheriff engaged in conversation with the showma
ever was doing it. He waited a little while, and and the male members of his troupe, whiCJ
then he moved up close to the shanty again. Then amounted to just three men. They were havin
he proceeded to examine the end of the tile. In a jolly old conversation, and when they saw thi
less than two seconds he found that it contained smiling Chinaman come in they invited him 1c
c
drink, as a matter of course.
.a quantity of loose powder.
"No," was the reply; "me tellee Young Wil
"Me undelstand!" he exclaimed, under his
breath. "Allee samee gittee leady for bigee blow- West me no_ more dlink um tanglefoot to-day, an
me no do 1t. so he. Me havee stickee to u
up."
Satisfied that he had made another big discov- wordee once in whilee."
"Good!" cried the showman. "That's rigbs
ery, he arose and moved toward the front of the
I
btiilding, so he might take to the street and walk Come and take a cigar, then."
"Allee light; me takee lillee smokee so be."
leisurely past the house. He had to pass a winHop always canied cigars in his pockets. Soni
dow to do this, and not being able to resist the
temptation to peep in, he put his face to the pane of them were real cigars and others were tric
of glass. It was just then that Dick Coddles ones. He decided to amuse the party in the so
emerged from the pantry, which was almost di- loon a little, so he quietly substituted the,, one
rectly opposite the windo\,·. Hop saw him, and took from the box for one that came out of ht
he knew that he had been seen, too. Hurriedly pocket. He lighted it and puffed away, taki
he got around to the front of the building. As care to keep the cigar pointed directlv at t
man behind the bar, They all got theh- cigai
Coddles came out he turned and said:
"Hello, Misler Coddles. Me comee 'lound lookee going pretty good, for they decided to smoke wi,
the Chinaman. Suddenly there was a hissi
fo1· Mi:,ler Jim."
sound -and a stream of reel fire shot from t~
"\Veil, where is he?"
"I\lie no knowee, or me no lookee," was the Chinaman's cigar, causing the bartender to drc
ib!.md reply. "Misler Jim go 'way somewhere, down behind the cowiter as though he had bee.
and he no comee back.. Me comee lookee for sho~
Hop uttered a shrill whoop and threw the ci"'l;i
him."
he had not kno"
"Well, what did you come and look here for?" on the floor, just as thoughAs
soon as they s
what was in it all the time.
"Me tlinkee maybe you catchee, so be."
laughed uproa
rest
the
hurt
was
one
no
that
him?"
caught
have
might
I
think
"You
the Chinamai
on
joke
a
was
it
thinking
ously,
allee
you
catchee
you
if
and
likee,
"Yes; you no
oca
samee killee. Me comee and allee samee lookee But far from it, as the reader knows. toHop
make
sionally did things that way, just
in um windee."
change of it. The bartender declared that
Dick Coddls was pretty well deceived by the could not account for the cigar being like tha
Chinaman. But he had a suspicion that he might and insisted on Hop taking half a dozen to mal!
be lying, for all that. He looked over at the up for it,
store and saw that there were several miners
~nding there. If this had not been the case,
the chances are that he would have tried to force
CHAPTER XIV.-Hot After the BanliM:
Hop to go into the shanty with him. As it was,
11
The clever Chinaman took the cigars
he must let him go and take his explanation for
what it was worth. Hop walked on and the vil- he declared that he did not want to sm~ke,
lain returned to the shanty. When the former if they were like the first one.
"You smokee !is one," he said, handing tr
reached the hotel he found Wild and his partners
with the girls in what was termed the parlor. bartender another of the loaded ones. "If um
They were there alone and were simply talking allee light, 'Jen me smokee."
"I don't believe there would be another Ji
over matters. Hop went right in, and taking his
lace beside the young deadshot, quickly let him that one in a thousand boxes of 'em," was ti
ow of the second discovery he had made that reply, as he took the cigar, thinking it was oi
he had given Hop. "That's been done by one
ay.
"Jingo!" exclaimed Wild. "They are fixing it ther workers in ther factory where ther cig
so they can blow up the shanty, are they? That was made, most likely."
Hop lighted one of the good ones this ti
means that they are getting ready to leave, boys!
The bartender wanted to show that he was
We must not let them steal a march on us."
"Oh! they won't lea,·e, not until they try hard afraid to take his own medicine, so he lit up

bottom of it. The Chinaman crouched behind a
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te1·, by jingo! I'd like ter look ther same over
ag'in! Ha, ha, ha!"
Dick Coddles had enter.eel by this time. He
st~od at the end ?f the bar listenin g to what was
gomg on and trymg to catch what it meant
"What 's going on, Dan?" he asked the proprie ·
tor.
"O'h, Young Wild West's Chinee has been havin' some fun ·with my bartend er, that's all," was
the reply.
'.'.ls that it? I though t it was wor: e than that."
·May.be you though t we had cauo-ht the rest of
the robber s," said Wild quickly , fla;hin g a searching glance at him.
"Well," said Coddles, "if ·y,ou catch them I'll
stand by and see them lynched with very p;oorl
grace,. even if some of them were what I called
my friends . I have no use for a thief or bandit "
"I am glad to hear you talk that way ' Coddles."
The bandit leader was plainly very uneasy
"Dan/ said he, turning to the proprie tor of the
best
place, I came over after a bottle of that back
liquor of yours. Give it to me, and n I go
a
~ome .. I am not feeling very good to-day, ands."
little liquor and a sleep will fix me up, perhap
He made t:be puroha se and left the saloon. As
ihe got out of hearin g Wild said:
"Gentl emen, be prepar ed for someth ing startling in a few minute s. Just keep your eyes gon
the shanty of Black Hen. But don't no one
there, unless I call on you to. I am going
give you a surpris e that will be an agreea ble one.,
too."
They looked at the boy in amazem ent.
"Is it anythi ng ter do with ther bandit s?"
she1iff asked.
"Don't questio n me just now, but do as I say '
will you?"
"I sartinl y will do jest as yer say, Young Wild
West."
"A:ll right. Now I am going out."
Wild left the saloon and walked rapidl1y· "to the
hotel. It was about the middle of the afterno on
and he knew well in his own mind that Coddle~
would get ready to leave, though ju.st why he
meant to blow up the shanty he did not know.
Charlie and Jim were waiting for him, and when
they saw him coming they came out on the stoop.
Wild told them what had happen ed in a very few
words.
"I reckon it's time ter do someth in', then," said
the scout.
"Yes; come on outside . We'll just take a little
ut they did, though ," the barten der spoke up.
past the shanty . But I reckon it will be a
walk
hands."
own
my
·with
out
'em
,.,k
.
.._,..-..
idea to send the sheriff. and some men
good
tell
me
Let
mean.
you
u though t you did,
to the gully, so the galoots can't light out
around
China.the
that
know
omethi ng: Don't you
way."
that
er?"
is a sleight-of-l1and perform
"That would be a good idea, Wild," Jim Dart
The man's face lighted up at once.
ed to say.
hasten
said.
he
that,"
"Yes, I heard someth ing about
Wild had been struck with that idea all
Oh! ,y'Ou ya.lier-faced galoot, ,y,ou!" and he made
and his partne rs were on foot, and
rush around the bar to grab Hop, but he was once. If he
away with their horses, it would
went
s
villain
the
ot quick enough.
too much t,ime to get on their trail. But th
The Chinam an got outside in a hurry and ran take t]1at
they had planne d to blow up the shan
o or the hotel. A roar of laught er greeted the fact
t
what had kept him from thinkin g in
ction of the bartend er, and discomfited at what was
before. He sent Hop for the sheriff, ana
ad happen ed, he went back to his post. Wild way
a very few minute s he was there, listenin g to the
xplaine d to those presen t that it was a way Hop plans.
had
serious
nothing
as
and
jokes,
play
to
d
"You go right to the gully," he told him. "Hop
suited, he hoped they would look it over.
show you the way. Take as many men as
will
like
"I'd
sheriff.
the
ed
exclaim
over!"
it
"Look
ou think is necessa ry. There are but six of the
tarted to puff away. We say started to puff
,my, for that was all! Bang! The cigar exloded with a loud report, scatter ing bits of toacco all over the room. It certain ly was an awn! charge of powder that the Celesti al had put
n that cigar, and he realize d fully.
If the man had been holding the lighted end
toward his face when it went off he probab ly
•ould have lost the sight of his eyes. But fortuately it did not injure him a bit, any more than
he
to singe his eyebrows and mustac he. But
though t it was all up with him, and with a howl
of terror, he went to the floor. Hop was the first
one to his side.
"Gittee up," he said; "you allee samee allee
light. Um cigar havee lillee powder in, lat allee."
"A little!" gasped tl,e frighte ned man; "a whole
lot, I reckon. Wow! but I'll see to it t~at we
don't git hold of any more of them kind of
igars."
When he had washed his face and looked in a
glass he began to believe that he was all right,
fter all.
Just then Dan White, the boss, appea1·ed on the
scene. He had been asleep, and the loud report
all roused him.
"What' s ther matter ?" he asked, looking ,about
n a puzzled way.
There was a broad smile on the face of eveey
ne but the barten der and Hop, and he did not
now "·hat to make of it. The showm an underook to explain . But before he got_ th1'?ug~ H_op
tarted in and he talked so fast m his pidgm, glish that there was no telling anythin g about
·t at all. Hop thougli t he had gone far enough
•ith the loaded cigar busines s, so after things
ad quieted down he proceeded to enterta in them
vith a song and dance in Chinese.
It was while this was going on that Wild walkd in. He had been on the watch and seeing Dick
odples coming that way, he had started over
head of him, leaving Charlie and Jim to keep
n eye on the shanty . The boss of the place exlained as much as he could to our hero of what
ad lately happen ed there. Wild could not help
.
aughin g.
"So you think it mighty strange that such c1ars should be handed out by your clerk, do you?"
,,
.
·
e said.
"Yes mighty strange , Young Wild West.
"Wel'i, suppos e they did not come out of your

,,,
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you think is necessary. There are but six of the
bandits, all told, you know. We can take care of
them ourselves, if they come our way. But maybe they won't."
Ten minutes later it was all arranged. Then
Wild, Charlie and Jim started down the street,
keeping on the side opposite the shanty. They
lhad not gone far when they saw a man come out
of the shanty and then turn and run back inside.
But they saw that it was one of the bandits, and
rthen it flashed upon Wild what their purpose was.
"Boys," said he, "they want to get us into the
shanty, and then blow it up. We will fool them.
Come on!"They set out on a run for the shanty. Reaching
!the door, they stepped inside, and then came out
as quickly as they had entered. Around the side
of the building they ran.
"Careful, bqy,s," cautioned our hero, as his quick
eye caught sight of a powder train leading
straight to the shap.ty. "They are right here
somewhere."
They heard the tramping of horses behind the
bushes, and then they lmew that the villains h?,d
probably left the cave before the sheriff ,a nd his
men had got there. All but one had, anyhow, and
that was the man called Abe, who had exposed
himself in order to lure our friends into the
shanty.
CHAPTER XV.-Conclusion.
Dick Coddles was just of the mind that Young
- -- · Wild West thought he would be. He hurried to
the shanty and found Black Hen asleep.
"Wake him up, Sarah!" he said to the woman,
"who had laid the plans to destroy the shanty, and
our three friend s, as well. "We have got to
hurry up matters. The first thing we !mow there
'\Viii ·be a gang here. Young Wild West has just
let it out that he knows more than we had an
idea of. We have got to spring the trap right
away or it will be too late."
Th~ woman turned pale. But she was far more
nervy than she looked to be.
"The quicker we get away from here, the better, I guess," she said, as she went to arouse her
villainous mate.
Black Hen got up in a scared way. But when
he heard what was up he became frightened.
"Take it cool, Hen," said the leader calmly. "I
guess we'll get out all right. I'll go and tell the
boys to get the horses out in the gully, and to
take with them what theiy intend to. I'll fetch
Abe up here in the house and let him go outside.
Sarah, you go and lay the_ powder ,t rain to t~e
house. Carry it away off mto the bushes, so it
may be fired ,v:ithout any one being seen."
The woman nodded and hastened to do his bidding. The powder ,yas right in the :5hanty, and
itaking a panful of it, she went outside. ~eanwhile Dick Coddles reached the cave. He qwckly
let the four men know what was required of them.
Then they got on a hustle and the thing was
quickly arranged. An extra horse was_ there, and
this was fitted up for the woman to ride. What
might happen to them after they left the place
they had not yet figured on. Their one desire just
then was to blow up the shanty and kill Young
Wild West and his partners. The horses were
all led out of the cave to the gully, and then the
leader gave them instructions to lead them around
close to the shanty.
·.:.c

"TWO

SPOT"

CAMP

"When Abe comes in the house he will
down the cellar right away and come on thro
and join us," he said. "Now I guess you all
derstand."
They declared that they did, so he went on 1to the building, Abe going \v:ith him.
"Well," said the '\\'Oman, when they came
"the powder train is laid. Abe, you can s
yourself almost without going outside, for
comes Young Wild West now!"
Abe, who was trembling with fear and ex
ment, stepped out of the door. He no sooner
that Young Wild West and his partners ca
sight of him than he turned and ran in again.
.the other two villains and the woman had
caught in the shanty, they were forced to get
the same way that he did, and they move<l Ii
about it.
Sarah was sent down the cellar after Abe,
then the others came. They pushed on thro
the cave and reached the outlet under the I
waterfall. Dick Codclles had given the orde
Hawkins to fire the powder train as soon
Young Wild West and his partners got inside
shanty, providing he was not there at the ·
This made them hurry all the more. But
was their surprise and consternation when
mn right into the arms of the sheriff and
men! So sudden was it that the villains -ha
chance to put up a fight. But let us see wha
other three bandits were up to. They had rea
the bushes near the shanty, where the po
train sta1ted, before Wild and his partners
there. One of them was stationed so he saw
come out and show himself, and when he
Wild and his partnei·s start on a run for
shanty he told Hawkins to allow time for A
get out and then light the train.
Suddenly· they heard the footsteps of
friends, and peering through the bushes., on
them saw them coming. He clutched the o
as Abe struck a match, and pulled him to
the house. Just then Abe got in his work,
excited to know what was going on. As the b
applied the match to the powder train Y
Wild West and his partners appeared on
scene. As Wild and Charlie sprang upon the
men Jim Dart kicked the powder aside. The
to blow up the shanty had failed. Charlie kno
one of them to the ground. Wild had the o
by the throat, and in less than five second
gave it up. Hawkins turned to flee, but the .
fired a shot and brought him down By this
several miners and cowboys came running
scene.
The sheriff and his men came around,J
Hop, and then there was a yell of approv
the crowd. There is little more to tell. It wa
scattered through the mining camp, and as
bandits all confessed, hoping to gain their
erty by doing so, there was no doubt as to
identity.
Young Wild West accepted the reward
the sheriff ojfered it to him, and he <livid
equally between his partners, Hop and himse
They all remained in Two Spot for a c
of days, and then they pushed over into Colo
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG Vi
WEST'S TRIPLE ROUND-UP; OR, ARIE
AND THE CATTLE KING."
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CURRE NT NEWS
SEVEN QUARTS OF WATER FATAL.
_ome years ago _three Engl!shmen, on a wager,
1ded to test then· water-drmking powers. The
er swallowed twelve quarts, the second drank
e quarts, and the third consumed seven quarts.
on after their remarkable feat, however, they
h died.
l\IANY BERRIES ON SMALL LOT.
Mrs. A. W. McMinn, of Hornersville, Mo.,
ked 158 gallons of strawbenies during seven
nths of 1920 from a patch 117 feet by 10 feet,
which she found a ready sale at $1 a gallon.
e production was distributed over the following
nths: May, 75 gallons; June, 14 gallons; July,
gallons; August, 19 gallons; September, 14
llons; October, 2 gallons; November, 1 gallon.
BIG PROFITS IN PELTS.
nc thousand beaver skins, secured in Alberta
trappers under permits from the Governnt, were auctioned off in 300 Jots the other
y and the average price per pelt was $9.81.
e beavers are only killed where they are rective or a nuisance. The pelts are turned
r to the Government and after the sale the
ppers get 75 per cent. of the proceeds. Timr wolf pelts were offered at the same time and
top price was $17.
TOLEN TREASURY NOTE USED FOR
BIBLE 'BOOKMARK.
lary Jane Grice was sentenced to one month's
risonment at Oswestry, England, recently for
aling $175 in treasury notes. The police stated
y found one of the stolen notes in the Grice
ily Bible in the Book of Exodus, a page or
from the Ten Commandments.
'Set a thief to c:1tch a thief." A man who
s ,,entenced the other day at Jludley Quarter
sions to th I ec months' imprisonment for
aking into a \\·arehousc and stealing clothing,
he wanted a ~uit to enable him to join the
force.
SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION.
tton waste moist with lard or other animal
dll ignite from the sun's rays. So will damp
pblack. Nifric acid and charcoal create sponcous combustion. New printers' ink on paper
en in contact with a hot steam-pipe will ignite
(•klr. Boiled lim,eed oil and turpentine in
al parts on cotton or linen rags or cotton
~te will ignite in a few hours under a mild heat,
will in time create enoup:h heat to ignite
ntnneouslr. Bituminous coal should not be
red where it will come in contact with wooden
titions or columns, or against warm boilertings or steam pipes. This coal should not be
¥ deep if it is to be kept on storage for a long
od. If piled in the basement of a building it
Id be shallow and free from moisture, and
er good ventilation.

PASTER IN GAS MASK SAVES FLAGS IN
FIRE.
After making two daring but successful attempts to enter, at great risk, the corridors of
the Town Hall, Shrewsbury, Mass., I< eb. l:C.,
which was filled with su110catrng :;mv,,e a11d
sparks from flames that were bemg fought in
the cellar by firemen, the Rev. F. W. Smi: h,
pastor of the Methodist Church and an overse~"
veteran who served as chaplain with the Canadian Black Watch, rushed to his home near by,
obtained a gas mask, again entered the build . .ig
·a nd rescued two la1ge :;111< American flags ·c .t
1·ecently had been presented Ray Stone Po:;t,
American Legion.
Before entering the building he made one end
of a long string fast to the back door. and· ·.ied
the other end to his left thumb, so he might
safely make his exit.
To save the flags he was compelled to c1·awl
the length of the building over a floor through
the cracks of which flames, smoke and sparks
were pouring.
After a hard battle the firemen confined the
flames to the lower part of the building. The
loss was less than $1,000.
WHAT EXPLORERS ARE DOING.
Captain Raold Amundsen, who discover<ld the
South Pole in 1911, is in his ship, the Maud,
where he has been for nineteen months, trying to
reach the North Pole. In making his way to
Nome, after having successfully negotiated the
Northeast Passage, he frequently had to blast
a path through the ice. High wages and scarcity
of men embarrassed him, but did not shake his
resolution, and he sailed out of Nome with only
three sailors and an Eskimo cook, heading for
Bering Straits, where he expected the Maud
would be locked in the ice pack and would drift
toward the Pole at the end of the Arctic winter.
When last reported he was 170 miles northwest
of Nome, in the Straits. Captain Alep. Landmark and Captain John Vatney, in a 50-foot
power boat, are on a trip of 4,000 miles to the
Kolyma River, which drains Eastern Siberia over
a stretch of 1,100 miles, is frozen over for 280
days in a year and is subject to terrific inundation!'<. They wish to explore it, and their only
guide is a rough chart made in 1878 by N 01·dcnskj old, a Swedish explore1·, on his voyage from
Norway to Japan via the Arctic Ocean.
Knud Rasmussen, Danish explorer, who returned in 1919 from the east coast of Greenland
after a study of the Eskimo tribes there, is preparing for another trip into the same region,
where he expects to continue his studies fo1· the
next five years. Lange Koch, another Dane, is
planning a survey of North Greenland, with the
double purpose of making a scientific study of
the country and of establishing Danish sovereignity there.
Dr. Olaf Holtedahl of the University of
Christiania is organizing a natural science and
geological expedition ·to Nova Zembla, on which
he plans to start by summer.
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fool with me, Bill, because I'm ma d 1,,a gh wi
you to break every bone in your body. I'm goin
to let up enough on you to permit you to tu
ii
-ORover on your stomach, so that I can ·tie yo
hands behind your back, and I warn you that
FIGHTING HIS WAY UP
you _make 01;e su~picious move I'll make you sor
for 1t. You re bigger than me but I can hand
you. Now, over with you."
'
By DICK ELLISON
He relaxed his hold on Bill's throat, keepi
a sharp watch on the rascal and the latter beg
to turn over. When about half way over Bill su
(A S~rial Story)
denly made a quick movement and squirmed
foot or so away from Dan, evidently ·with t
CHAPTER XX.-(Continued)
Then he made his way swiftly to the bank, idea of leaping to his feet.
Dan, however, was on the lookout for just su
thrust the note addressed to Craps under the main
door, and went back quickly to the vicinity of the a move, and was upon his foe in an instant.
. Bill was a strong man, and much heavier th
ol? ~ouse. He slackened his pace when he got
within half a block of the place and hid in the his youthful opponent, and in spite of Dan's e
shadow of the buildings, and in that manner man- forts he managed to struggle to his feet. In a
aged to get within a dozen feet of where Bill instant Dan had closed with him in a wrestli
still sat smoking on the stoop without being ob- hold.
Here the boy enjoyed an advantage over t
served.
·
There, staJ?ding in a deep shadow, Dan halted. • man, for the lessons he had taken more tha;
He kept his eyes on the smoker and awaited made up for the disparity in weight, and in
devel6pments, an<;! he did not have'long to wait, moment they were twisting and squirming ov
the floor of the hallway, each trying to gain
for very soon Bill stood up, stretched himself
yawned in a manner that seemed to indicate that advantage. Waiting his chance, Dan relaxed h
he was sleepy, and then knocked the ashes from hold for an instant, and then, as his foe straigh
his pipe against the top of the railing of the ened up for a better hold, the boy crouched for
stoop, and turned towards the door which w:;1s 'cross-buttock," but at the instant that he did .
he was hit on the head by something and he ·we
slightly open.
'
down senseless to the floor.
• He evidently intended to re-enter the house
and Dan made up his mind that here was th~
. CHAPTER XXI.
cha~ce ~hat he had been waiting for. He waited
until Bill had placed his hand on the doorknob
Craps, he Stagestruck Assistant, Gets a Chan
and had taken a step into the hallway, and the~
to Distinguish Himself.
he acted.
The bank outside of which Dan had his chai
He sprang from his place of concealment ran open~d for, business 8:t nine -in
morning, bu
)ightly and swiftly up the steps of the old-fash- by eight o clock the Janitor hadthe
the front door
ioned stoop,_ pushed Bill into the hallway with of the big office building open, and was cleanin
one ene1getic shove, and leaped in after him. up things for the day.
The door swung to and the _lock caught, and Bill
This morning Craps was on hand as usual, an
and. the bootblack were alone in the hallway.
when the janitor threw open the doors the litt
Bill had been almost upset by the violent shove fellow walked in for his chairs.
that Dan had given him, and he had no chance
Right in his path he found a piece of pap
to tu:n before the boy leaped upon him.
folded up in that peculiar way that people ha
Fairly on the back of the man Dan leaped of indicating that it is a communication by turi
and bore him to the floor with the force of the ing over one corner. He glanced clown at it i
attack.
a casual ,vay, and saw his name printed on tb
The instant that Bill's shoulders touched the folded white sheet.
floor he managed to give himself a twist, and
Craps picked it up, walked over to a corner, u
came face upward. He tried to throw the boy folded it, and began to slowly read the conten
off, but the latter clung to him with a sti·ong
It was a difficult task for the poor neglecti
hold.
gutter snipe to master the contents of the nob
Then he caught the rascal by the throat with but after five minutes of hard work he
had m
one hand, using the other to hold him down on it all out, and was standing in a thoughtful att
the floor, and shut down on his windpipe with tude, wondering what he should
do in the matte
enough force to make the fellow gasp.
He reread the note carefully:
"Let me go," gasped Bill.
"Dear Craps:
"Where's that girl?" demanded Dan.
"This is late at night. I took a walk around I
"I don't know--"
"You've got to know, Bill," slowly said Dan. the house where I was a prisoner, and there fom
"This is a case where ignor ance will cost you Bill sitting on the steps, so I think that Mai
and that big man are there, t co. I'm going to t1
your life. Where is she?"
"Only the boss knows," gasped Bill, when Dan to get in the house and find out things for m:
l.et up on him just enough to enable him to an- self, and if I am not at the stand in the mornin
you will know that there is something wrong wit
swer.
me, and can take steps to get me out of troubll
"And where is the boss?"
"Your friend,
"He's downstairs, somewhere."
"Dan.''!
"Then I'm going to tie you up first, and look
{To be continued)
for him afterwards," said the boy. "Don't you
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'THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES
BRIDE FINDS BOMB IN COAL.
bomb mac!P to re,:emble a piece of coal was
overed in Portland, Me., Feb. HJ, hv l\Irs.
herine De 1'ai no, a bride of two months, in
ocl of coal that she was emptying into her
hen ,;tove. She collapsed when a three-ineh
e inclicated the nature of the object, which was
nd to cont:1in a sub,·tnnce resembling dynamite.
rs. De Sarno said that in a dream about
ee weeks ago she received a warning to be
tchful.
ITAIN woN·T CON8T 1)BR SALE OF WEST
INDIES.
he Foreign Office>, Lon,lon, Feb. 19, announced
t the attitucle of the British Government with
arc\ to ,:uggestions that Great Britain turn over
Brifoh \\'C'st Indies to the United States in
urn for eancellation of war debts had not
n'!;<'<l from that of a year ago, at ,Yhich ti.me
Prime :\1inister, Mr. Llo:'-'d Georp;e, declared
at Britain had not the ::slightest intention of
tering or selling any part of the West Indies.
hat statement \\·a,: macle in commenting on
re;;olution introduced in the Uniter\ States
ate by Senator Jamc>s A. Reed of Missouri
cerning possible negotiation~ for such ai:i ~xnge of the British West Inch_es for the w1pmg
of Britain's debt to the Umted States.

In contrai;t to Mrs. Roberts' unhappy cxr,erience may be citecl a recent incident in one of the
outlying communities. Burglars operatino- in this
vicin ity paid a call on one of Uncle Sarr7',, partners-an investor in Treasury Savir,gs ('r> tificates. The owner of the Treasury Certificates
discovered that they had left with the bur;!"iar.
But thev were reg·stered and duplicate secnrities
were obtained from the Treasury Department.
Had Mrs. Roberts' savings been likewise invested i,1 Treas'..lry Savingo; Securities, her 40
years' accumulation of nickels and dimes and
quarters would have bAen safe. Instead of s-,bbing and mouTning over the loss of her sav ·ng-s,
she ·would now have enjoyed the joke o:i the
pickpocket.
It is estimated that mill io,s of do'lars are being carried in the clothir.g of people in tr's countrv or hidden in improvi,;ccl nlaces of "s1f itr."
This money so vitally needed for the opention of
American industries, if invested in -Treasuru Ravings Securities, would not only bcpefit th". individuals by earning interest for them, but it would
also benefit the nation at large.
--BUY W. S. S. --

"MYSTERY MAGAZINE"
SEMI-MONTHLY

CONTftACTING AND EXPANDING STOPPER FOR BOTTLES.
n inie1·esting device for hermetically sealing
tlPs 11fter being opened is being marketed by
Tew York concern. This deYice is a stopper of
e rnbber molded arot1nrl a screw traveling
hin two washers. which are firmlr embedded
keved in the rubber. The screw is swiveled
the· lower wa,;her to turn "ithout engaging
thread. As the screw is turned to the right
upper washe1· is brought closer to the lower
, thus ex panding the rubber in between so as
enlarr:•' the diameter. The reverse movement
~e!- ti c washers ap:ut, eloni;ates the rubber, and
"t\ rontrnct· on is provided. Thus it is pos~enl hHmetically a bottle without the
or the stopper to a<lhere to the neck of
A twist of the handle to the left
,
s . " wal!s of the stopper away from the bote mitting easy removal.
AP.DING INSTEAD OF LJVESTING FORFEITS LIFE SA VIN GS.
anying on her person her lifelong savings
mulatecl through hard work and thrift, ind of depositing them in the bank where they
Id earn interest for her, bas just cost Mrs.
man Roberts, a 60-year-old widow of BrookNew York, $900. Mrs. Roberts did not bein banks or safe-deposit vaults. But she
ks differently now. She is of the_opinion now
banks or Treasury Savings Securities are inly safer places than the capacious pocket of
Id-fashioned waist.
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would have to wait two hours before the tr
could pass.
"That will delay me two hours in getti
home," I remarked to a gentleman by my side.
"I guess it will delay all of us about t
much," he dryly remarked.
"That's so," said I. "I was thinking only
By Col. Ralph Fenton.
myself. Misery loves company you know."
"And therefore you are happy, are you?"
We were sitting around the little table, four of
"Well, no, not exactly. I've got to ride ten m·
tis.
in the dark through a lonely road. The chan
The glowing coals in the grate gave out a genial are that the mail wagon will not wait for
heat, and four happier young men than we could train."
not have been found in the metropolis. We were
"There's where you are mistaken, young ma
all clerks, ?.bout the same age, and as full of the conductor said. "Do you get off at Blackst
bright anticil'.\,ations as an egg is full of meat.
station?"
We were talking of the coming holidays. All
"Yes."
to
homesteads
old
the
to
back
going
were
of us
"Well, there's three ladies and two child
parents.
om·
with
Christmas
spend the
bound for the Little Valley on the tl'ain. I te
placed
been
had
who
sons,
We were all farmers'
graphed to the. driver from the last station t
in the large wholesale house of Buy & Sellem to he would have passengers , so he will be sure
each
of
nothing
knew
learn the business. We
wait. He'll do it, too, for it's money in
other -till we met in the city. T.hen, being in the pocket, you know."
we
country,
the
same establishm ent and from
"I am glad to hear it," said I. "Do you kn
naturally drifted together and formed a pleasant who the ladies are?"
acquaintanc e.
"No; they are going up to spend the holida
It was on the evening of December 23d. The with their relatives or friends, I think."
ground had been covered with snow for nearly
Wondering who the ladies were, I patien
ten days. We were anticipatin g a glorious time waited till the train could go on. Two ho
sleighing with the country boys and girls. We passed, and the train moved on by the wreck
·had all now been two years in the city, long cars.
enough to get rid of our rusticity and ripen into
In another two hours we reached Blacksto
full-blown city chaps. With our "store clothes," the railroad station, a little settlement of 1
and incipient mustaches, city i.irs, etc., we ex- than a dozen families.
pected to make a sad havoc among the girls of
Joe Sturges, the mail carrier between Bla
ou1· school days.
stock and Little Valley, was an old acquaintan
valises
That night we were all busy packing our
of mine. He had waited for the train, and w
for the start early the next morning.
on hand when it stopped.
I was the possessor of a revolver, a six-shooter ,
We greeted each other with an old-time c
which I intended to make a present of to my cliality.
father. Something, I know not what, induced me
"It's good sleighing, eh, Joe?" I said.
to put it into my overcoat pocket, instead of in
"Yes, prime," he remarked.
my valise, where the cartridges were. The six
"Are you on runners?"
chambers had been loaded for over three months,
"Yes."
but I had never fired it.
The three ladies and the two children stagge
The next morning we all bade each other, Mrs. him as they came up. He had seats for
Mabrey· and Beckey good-by, and started to the left. That was as many as ever traveled wi
different depots to take the train for our respec- him at one time.
tive homes.
"Blow me if I know how to work it," he s
It was a long l'ide to the little station where I to me.
"Can't you get another wagon at Blackstock
was to leave the train and take the little mail
wagon or sleigh for Little Valley, ten miles away. I asked.
"Not one in the place to-ni~ht," he said.
I was not impatient, however, for I knew that I
"Oh, we can crowd in!" said one of the lad·
could not reach the station before three o'clock,
"If you do you'll be awfully crowded."
darkafter
little
more-a
hours
two
that
and
"Oh, we won't mind that," said one of th
would land me in the old homestead in the midst
must go through to-night."
"We
well.
so
loved
of those I
"You'll have to stay here till morning," said J
Suddenly the whistle blew, and the train
stopped right in the depths of a gi-eat forest, with to me. "I can't take you, you see."
I was desperate.
not a house in sight. The passengers were surThe old folks would be disappointe d. So wo
prised, and nearly every head, mine among the
to
windows
little
the
I and all the young folks.
number, popped through
"Take my valise along under the seat, the
ascertain the cause of the sudden stoppage.
"Gosh Almighty!" exclaimed a countryman , said I.
"Yes-I will."
"there's a hull freight train turned over in the
"I am going to go to my old home to-night,
ditch!"
to myself, "if I have to walk all
muttered
the
what
see
to
out
got
and
up
We sprang
switch
way."
misplaced
a
that
found
We
trouble was.
An old farmer, whom I knew, came up on ho
had thrown a freight train from the tl'ack. Two
He lived only a mile from the station.
back.
work
at
was
force
A
ditched.
of the cars had been
A thought flashed through my thinker.
clearing the track, but the conductor said we

MY ADVENTURE AMONG THE
WOLVES
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"Mr. Barnes," I said, "I am left behind because

turges had not room for me in his sleigh.
you will let me have your horse to ride over
my father's at Little Valley, so as to spend
y Christmas Eve with the family, I will give
u a five-dollar bill."
"Jewhilikins! Will yer?"
"Yes, sir, and here's the money. Father will
nd ~im back to you day after to-morrow."
"I'll do it!" and he sprang off the horse. "Ye'll
v ter look out for wolves, though. I heerd they
s pretty thick on Skunk Creek."
"I'm not afraid of wolves," I said, giving him
new five-dollar bill' and springing into the sade. "Good-night!"
"Good-night!" he responded, and I was off.
"This is luck," said I. "Joe has a half hour's
rt of me, but I'll see if I can't catch up with
m."
But I soon found I could not. The horse was
steady old farm horse, but not fast.
"I'll get there before bedtime, anyhow," I said
myself, "and give 'em a surprise after all."
Suddenly I saw two black objects that looked
e dogs running along the roadside just in the
ge of the bushes. The horse seemed to be alost terrified. He pricked up his ears, and
owed more speed than I had suspected him of
ssessing.
"Hanged if they aren't wolves," I said, as: I
ard several ho,,·ls farther clown in the woods.
The next moment nearlv a dozen black fellows
rang into the road, as if to head me off. The
rse snorted and dashed past them at full speed.
Then the pack opened with howls and gave
ase.
"On-on, good horse!" I cried, my hair standing
end.
The old horse did his best, but the swift-toed
Ives were too fast for us. They were all round
before, behind and on both sides, snarling
d snapping at the faithful animal. One of them
t my shoe and hurt my foot.
"Heavens!" I gasµed, "if the horse falls I am
t!"
I thought of the revolver I was carrying to my
ther as a Christmas present. It was in my
ercoat pocket. I drew it out, laid almost flat on
e horse's neck and fired. I saw a wolf roll over
the snow. But it frightened the horse so, he
ied clear out of the road under a big tree. A
If seized him by the nose, another sprang at his
oat.
The poor beast tried in vain to shake them off.
y head struck an overhanging limb of the tree.
most mechanically I reached up and caught it.
pull myself up out of the saddle and mount
e limb was the work of a moment. A moment
er the poor horse was dragged to earth, and
ravenous pack began the oh1Tible feast of
ood.
"Oh, Lord!" I groaned. "I am in a fix! Better
yed at Blackstock! Nobody lives within three
es of here. What shall I do? I'll freeze bemorning in this place."
"Be off, you dirty dogs!" I yelled.
t they wouldn't be off at my bidding. On
contrary, they manifested a disposition to
t to sit up with me all night.
7 voice, however, encouraged me.

"Help! Help! Help!" I yelled, with .'l m:,
might.
The brutes yelped and howled, as if to dr,1 ,,_.n
my cries, and leaped frantically up at the limb
on which I was standing.
"I'll give ·you some lead to eat," 'I said, drawing my revolver and firing down at a huge wolf,
who seemed to be a leader of the pack.
I missed him.
Another shot wounded him, and a second later
he attacked the one next to him, thinking he had
hUl't him.
I fired and missed another, and then hit another. One more shot remained. I waited to
make sure of it, and let one have it in the eye.
He fell dead.
MidnigHt came and passed. I had to hold to the
limb, and jump up and down to keep .from freezing. The ravenous pack kept howling around
the tree all night.
At last the gray streaks of dawn came up in
the east, and the black brutes beg-an to slink
away to the swamp of Skunk Creek.
But I was afraid to come down. lest they should
return and attack me. I knew I could not climb
a tree; I was too cold.
Just as the sun was rising, I heanl the jingle
of sleigh bells. I looked up the road anti saw a
two-horse sleigh coming from the d;rection of
Little Valley:
"Help! help!" I cried.
"Whoa, boys! Hello!" eried a familiar
.
from the sleigh .
"Father! father!" I cried. for he it was . .Toe
Sturges had stopped at the ho1.1se to tell him that
I was at Blackstock. He hitched UP at dayli~h
and started after me, to bring me ba~k in time
for a warm breakfast. They had opened the va.
lise and got the p1·esents.
"My boy! my dear boy!" father rried. "Y, hat's
the matter! What does this mean?"
"Wolves, fath er," I 1·eplied. "I hired a horse
from farmer Barnes a half hour after Joe left,
and started home. The wolves ran us down and
ate the horse. I'm all right, though if I am not
frozen."
I dropped down and was caught in my father's
arms, who placed me into the !;]eigh. In another
hour I was safely in my mother's arms at home.
They had a time thawing me out, but succeeded
at last. I had a glorious time with old friends;
engaged myself to my old sweetheart, and two
years later married her. I am old now, but I
will never forget My Christmas Eve Among
Wolves.

••

-·- ..

BOMBING A BATTLESHI P.
Although ··they succeeded in making a rather
son-y mess of the obsolete battleship "Indiana,"
which the Navy has turned over for aerial experimental purposes, the five seaplanes of the "F.
S. L." type did not succeed in sinking her. While
the battleship was under way at a speed of 10
knots-she was controlled over an erratic cou
by wireless from the "Ohio" five miles awa
the seaplanes attacked her and five of the
bombs hit the target squarely. Part of the deck
was torn up, the smoke stack suffered severely1
and the deck was strewn with debris, but the ol<l
battleship still remained afloat.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
FINDS PEARL IN OYSTER.
A peal'l, said by Omaha gem experts to be
worth a la1·ge sum was found in an oyster by
Sam Wickline, wh1le opening oysters and clams
at his oyster bar. Wickline has been opening
oysters and clams there for the last three years
and es timates his labors at more than 100,000
of the i.Jivalves.
PENSION FOR HORSES.
Dan, the faithful hm·se of Captain 0. K. Breazele, Greenville, S. C., which has cal'I'ied United
States mail a total distance of more than 75,000 mi es on one r6ute•, was retired one day recently \,ith• a pension after 17 years' service.
Captain Brczele, the mailcarrier, also was pensioned.
WANTS TO PAY OLD BILLS.
After being absent from Nortonville for twenty
years, John J. Shee,:an writes from California
that he wishes to atone for his wrongs by paying
all his unpaid bills in Nortonville. Sheeran says
in his Jetter that he realizes now that "nothing
spoted or unclean can gain heaven," and that he
had made scandal and desires forgiveness of those
he has wronged. He indicates that if he does
not get the bills in a certain length of time he
will give the amount or more to charity.
HARVEST ICE AND HAY IN MAINE.
They are making hay here while the sun shines
this winter. Albert Johnson requiring a blanket
to preserve his newly harvested ice looked about
him and found a meadow with a goodly stand of
grass. He made a dicker with the owner, took his
mowing machine out of dead storage and turned
it loose on the meadow.
The hay proved well dried and ready for immediate use, and after he had packed his ice
away Johnson had a surplus for the horse that
f11.1lled the mower.
Cutting hay and ice at the same time was with0·1it precedent within the memory of the oldest
inhabitant. .

WEEKLY
CUT OFF HER HAIR TO AID BRITIS
FINANCE.
An English girl has just set an example
patriotism to her sisters of this or other count
by cutting off and selling her hair and gi
the proceeds to the Government to help reli
its financial situation. The girl's name has
been made public. Her letter announcing
sacrifice, as received at a Government o
reads:
"To help, even though in a very small way,
country in the present financial difficulties, I h
had :my hair cut off and have sold it. With
money thus obtained I have bought War Savi
Certificates which I have destroyed. The mo
is thus a direct gift to the count~y. If this c
be published, perhaps many other girls would
as I have done and thousands of people would
encouraged to give up something that wo
benefit the country financially."
The letter was published, but em ulators of
writer's example have not been heard. A rea
may be found in a recent dec1·ce of hairdres
that "bobbed" locks are no longer fashionable.

LAUGHS
Lillian-Did Belinda like the Madonnas
saw abroad? Dorothy-Sh e said they were
worst-looking lot of Biddys_she ever laid eyes
·wife-When we go anywhere now we have
walk. When we were only engaged you alw
called a carriage. Husband-Th at's why we ha
to walk now.
"Say," began the d~termined-lo oking man,
want a g·ood revolver." "Yes, sir," said the sal
man, "a six-shooter'!" "\.Vhy -er-you'd bet
make it a nine-shooter. I want to use it on
cat next door."
Jenkins-Hav e you a typewriter at your offi
Jenkins-Wh at sty
Jinks-Yes, indeed!
Jinks-Oh, the vel'y latest. You should see
new gown she's wearing these days.
"That ooy of yours what went to college co
do some wonderful lifting with the clubs a
dumbbells." "Yes; but I always thought more
the other one's lifting powers." "Did he ·
dumbbells and the like?" "No, he lifted the mo
gage."
Mamma-Joh nny, do you lmow what day
morrow will be? Johnny-Yes , mamma; my bir
day. Marnma-An d what would you like for
occasion? Johnny (after a pause)-l'd like
see our schoolhouse burn down.

Angie-Just one question before we elope, •
win. Are you fond of pet dogs? Edwin-Y
yes! Bring him along, but be quick! Angi
No, it isn't that ; but papa bought a bulldog 1
night, and he's somewhere around down th
and I want you to make friends with him bef
I come down,
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
HAD $14,000 IN SMAL L CHAN GE.
Wit!1 most of the sum in coins of 1, 5, 10 and
cent pieces, and with no bills larger than $10,
was necessary to use a big tow sack in bringin g
a bank $14,000 found in the home of Henry
orris, 80, of Wilson , N. C., and deposit ed in a
1 bank by S. G. Newbe rn, his guardi "
~

STREE T DROP S IN MINE .~
The other day a large section of State street in
ilkes-Barre, Pa., sudden ly droppe d into the
:nes of the Hudson Coal Compa ny, which unrlay part of the city, and only the quick flagng of a street car preven ted its plungi ng into
e hole, which is 400 feet square and very deep.
An investigation '!lhowed the coal compa ny had
n expecting someth ing of the sort, as it had
ught twenty houses in the neighb orhood and
tended to notify the tenants to vacate when in
eir opinion conditi ons became danger ous.
SEA MONS TER FOUN D DEAD NEAR
MIAM I, FLA.
Scientists and deep-w ater fisherm en here are
zzled over the finding of a sea monste r off
ldiers' Key, a few miles south of Miami, Fla.,
ich they are unable to name.
The body of the creatu, ·e was found three weeks
o by Elmer E. Garret son of Huntin gton, L. I.,
o to-day towed part of the skull to Miami.
his fragme nt is fifteen feet long and seven feet
'de and weighs three tons.
Mr. Garrets on said he did not know how long
e monster was, but he saw as much as eighty
t if it. Sharke were devour ing the flesh when
first found it. About six feet of the skull proded from the water.
PRIMI TIVE USES FOR KELP.
The importance of kelp in the econom ic life of
e Indians of the Pacific coast is seldom propy estimated. A numbe r of varieti es are found
this part of the world which are suitabl e for
man consumption, and which formed a materi al
'tion to the food stocks of these people. In
'tion, it was freely used as a bait in fishing
ea-urchins and other fish. In places the kelp
tbs have probab ly saved a goodly numbe r of
ns from drowni ng by provid ing a place of
rag-e for a canoe caught out in a bad squall.
of the larger varieti es have stalks and
s which are useful as molds and even as bot. The fabric of the kelp makes an admira ble
hing line. The seawee d serves nicely as chinkin the constru ction of houses . Its value as
ilizer was well known to the Indians . Likethey were able to make consid erable meinal use of it. In short, the rich marine
wths were of very great value to the savage
s of the Puget Sound and Califor nia coasts.

WIFE BEATE R LASHE D AND SENT TO

PRISO N.
e lash was applied to the back of John Po. at Crowland, Ont., after he was found
ty of beating his wife accord ing '"" what he

said was the approv ed Russia n fashion . Magistrate John Goodwin, before whom Polosk i wastried, invoked an ancien t law in dealing punish
ment that fitted the crime. Twenty blows on the
bare back and thirty days in jail constit uted the
sentenc e, half the lashing to be done before and
the rest at the encl of the jail period.
. Polosk i, who is 35 years old, threw a clock at
his wife, then kicked her and finished the attack
by beating her as she lay helples s on the floor.
His wife feared at first to tell of the variou; ; cruelties inflicte d by her husban d. She actuall y tried
to shield him. But enough was related to make
and
the magist rate realize wh:it had happen ed, her.
bit by bit he coaxed \ the whole story f1om
As he pronou nced sentenc e a low cheer S\\·ept
around the court room.
The prisone r's defence was that he treated his
wife only as she would have expecte d to be treated
his
if in Russia . He was s topped in the midst ofwith
excuse s, and Warde n Frank Galling er, armed
a new dog whip, took him outside and superin •
tended the lashing .
TOWN PUT TO SLEEP BY A POISO ~ED
WELL .
To the wreck of a railroa d freight train and
the conseq uent dumpin g of an '8,000 gallon tank
of naphth a the author ities of Roelof s, Pa., :,re beginnin g to trace a numbe r of myster ious events.
A death, a serious illness, the poison ing of
stream s and wells, the prostra tion of co\··s and
other cattle, and the fact that neither human s
nor chicken s ever wake up earlier than 10 a. m.all these things are being charge d to the acciden t.
Rumor s that the town of Roelof s was suffering from a new form of sleepin g sicknes s and
that househ old furnish ings were falling apart
from disuse and that wall paper on at least three
houses was beginn ing to peal off have b£een
brough t to Trento n from time to time. It was not
until Februa ry 19 that the matter was taken seriously and ·made the subject of an investi gation by
person s living at Trento n.
The wreck of the train dumpe d the tank car,
they reporte d. The naphth a flowed into a pool on
the farm of Robert Clewell. Clewell noticed the
peculia r odor, but though t nothing of it, even
after he began to sleep eightee n hours a da·y. In
time Alfred Bittle, accord ing to Dr. Edwin Huntsman of Hulme ville, died from naphth a poison ing
and Mrs. Fred J. Jackso n was sfricke n with stomach trouble . The cows on Jacksor-:S place collapsed in the barns and slept for whole clays at
a time. At the same time the chicken s quit laying and remain ed asleep, refusin g to, pay attention to the yelps of the Jackso n dog, who had
rolled in the gas naphth a pond and almost frozen
to death as the liquid evapor ated from his hid,..,
It was learned by the investi gators from 'fr..,
ton that every inhabi tant of Roelof s has been u
conrcio us a good pa1·t of the time, and that
lucid momen ts the author ities were too stur,e ie
by naphth a fumes to attemp t to ferret O'.tt f
cause of the trouble .
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INTERESTING NEWS ARTICLES
HIS IRON JAW BROKEN.
Louis Sacker, freak stunt puller, has plenty
of "Jawbone," but it's "out of place" now.
In practising for a show at Houston, Texas,
Feb. 12, Sacker attempted to ·pull with his teeth
a ~re truck loaded with twenty-five men, a total
weight of !nore than eight tons. To help start
the load six other firemen tugged at his arms
until Sacker's jaw was disloca1,ed and other injunes inflicted.
U. S. PRODUCED 69 PER CENT. OF WORLD'S
1919 OIL SUPPLY.
Sixty-nine per cent. of the \"Oriel's petroleum
production in 191!) came from the United States,
a compilation made pubiic to-day by the geological
surv y disclosed. The world total was placed at
544,885,000 banels, of which the American output was 377,719,000 on preliminary figures; Mexico with 87,073,000 barrels, or 16 per cent., standing next, and only one other country, Russia,
reaching 5 per cent. Of the grand total, 98 per
cent. came from the United States, Mexico, Russia, Dutch East Indies, India, Rumania, Persia
and Galicia.

.......

ALASKAN VOLCANIC FIRES.
At the recent meeting of the American Society
for the Advancement of Science, Dr. Robert F.
Griggs described a fiery floo::l which occurred in
Alaska, in the "Valley of Ten Thournnd Smokes."
Here he found traces of the flood of fire which,
issuing from a fissuFe in the earth, swept a roaring torrent of molten sand through the fertile valley, devastating- all in its path for a distance of
more than fifteen miles. From thousands of fissures Jive steam, heated gas and smoke issued.
One could do one's cooking in any of the smaller
holes. And that was the only salvation of the expedition, for all frel had been destroyed by the
flood of fire. It is only a few steps from the
steaming fissures to a cave in the side of a glacier
in order to have the most perfect refrigeration in
·the world. The explorers' tents were steamheatecl, as it were, and the bathing conditions were
of the best, for a stream from the glacie1· fed a
crystal pure lake and in the middle of the lake
a steam jet bubbled and it was possible to get
any desired temperature.
LIGHTNING PRINTS CROSS ON BODY OF
BISHOP.
There have been more marvelous cases of
lightning photography than that which befell the
unfortunate soldier at Chertsey during a recent
storm when branches of the elm tree beneath
which he was sheltering were reproduced in pattern on his body when he was struck dead.
In the Department of Seine-et-Mar ne some
-years ago a peasant girl had a picture of a cow
she was hearding printed on her breast by a
flash of lightning. The cow was killed, but the
·
girl recovered.
An Italian sailor, killed by lightning as he sat

near the mast, had on his back a print
horseshoe that was nailed to the ma~t.
But perhaps the most remarkable cas!l of
kind was that related by John Still, the fa
Bishop of Wells. A storm broke over W
Cathedral during a service. Afterward the
hop, his wife and many members of the con
gation found themselves ma1·ked with a c
on various parts of the body. Not a soul was
jured by the lightning.
INDIAN CHIEF'S GRAVE.
The last resting place of an Indian chief
and his horse have been unea1thed by 0.
Hinds, a farmer near Floris, Kans., in the sa
hills along the Beaver.
He had been sent off to the happy hun ·
grounds" with apparently all his worldly
sessions. The skeleton was wrapped in a bla
of heavy texture, apparently once of brigh
colors. Beneath the human skeleton was that
a horse, which had been interred with full
coutrements -saddle, bi-idle and numerous eq
trinkets with which Indians were a~customed
decorate their favorite mounts.
On the wrist of the man's skeleton was a la
bracelet made of many coils of metal, about th
inches wide and quite heavy. A ring of the sa
material encompassed one finger. Another br
let, of more elaborate design, was found am
the ornaments, made of metal, rawhide and m
beads. A string of beads, highly ornament
and shell ornaments also were found. The o
weapon was what apparently had once been
~word or spear.
GREATEST SPEEDS KNOWN, AND
SLOWEST.
The swiftest speed we know is that of light
186,000 miles a second; the slowest is that of
human thumb-nail, which grows 2-1,000,000,000
of a yard a second.
This from Science and Invention, which ma
some more speed comparisons, as follows:
A cannon ball has been fired at a speed
2,000 miles an hour.
A bamboo tree gro-ws 27-10,000,000ths of
yard a second.
The earth speeds around the sun at 65,533 mil
an hour.
A snail moves 15-10,000ths of a yard a secon
De Romanet flew an airplane on Nov. 4, 19~
193 miles an hour.
An electric train in tests between Berlin
Zossen made 130 miles an hour.
Railroad engines have made 120 miles an hou
Ice boats glide two miles a minute, or 1
miles an hour.
The motor boat Miss America has made 76.6.
miles an hour.
Destroyers make 48 miles an hour.
A man has skated 27 1-3 miles an hour,
13 1-2 miles an hour, walked 9 1-4 miles an ho
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tel7 con1iruded ,
ennk,accura
nr
indi
w
nickel
ned,
tifully finished, tone arw blackja_pan
at one winding, tpead reru•
1mooib running 1pring motor, which play, :i to 8 record•
,onnd box witb mlca
Ja,or, ,top lever a.nd fel\-covered iurn tablo. New Improved
diapbnsm, which make• porfec, re produciioo1 ot all kind• of mu,to
etc.
-b.nd plecH, Wklnoi,l.a a, ln,trnmeuia l, orchedra, voclU,pl•r•
dUpio7 in. and

• R
1~1,;1:h:;
Pl ays Any 1sc ecor :::~r::'
ot

ihlp thul. ~lll
wonderful -not to be compared with any other
Stron1
1ive you moro entertainme nt than anything you ever owned.
and durable. Small and compact with no parU to cet out ot order.

TED AND TESTED
EVERY MACHINE REGULA
and 1uaranteod In Hery way. A

before It leaves the factory
to be
re.U pboncg-raph , noi a ~f, y1t ,mall and Ugh'I enoush
and volcuri1d to ca.mp,, oxcnr1ion1, etc. Give, a clearne11
1

F0REitrifiou:'sENirNO MOti°EY,a

ot our A.rt Plcturet to
the
dl1po!e ot on 1peclal offer at 26 ceni1 each. Send 01Improved
new
you collect and for your trouble we will tend thi1
frea tor
E. D. L. Phonograph and a aelection of 6 record,, tbl1
1reat
earn
and
your trouble, Yoo can di1po1& of ptciurea
Addre11
m achine and~ the record, in a few hour,' time.

Jud your name andflllif9 will 11nd you 2,

B. D. LIFB, 337 W. Madison St., ST46 CHICAGO

New~ Hair after Baldness

If this sltould meet the eye of anyone who is losing
hnir or is bald, let it be known thnt KOTALK O, containing genuine bear oil. is wonderfu lly successfu l.
A multitude of enthusias tic users--1n ena.nd wom.en..
Hair grown in many cases when all else failed. Refund ,runrantee. Get a box at any busy pharmacy ;
or m:iil 10 cents for proof box with t<'stimoni als to
Kotalko Office, BC-375, Station X. New York City.

lnterestin1 and attractive positions
--eit.Uer flt eea or on l&Ull-Wllh
subsuunlnl salaries, tor men u.u<l
boys trained a Wireless Operators. Salar!es starti nt $12j 1>lus
Room and .Ilonrtl, which means
moro than $200 n month. One
of our recent nnduates is
~ettlng $6,000 a year.

Get: Jn Une for a btr: pos ition at a bJs salary! Let

Our new
us lielp you!
InWireless
auromntlc
strument.

the

Natrom-

HOW TO MAKE LOVE

(NEW BOOK) T<ells bow to Get

Acquainte d: How to Begin Courtship
How to Court a Bas~ful Gir!; to Woo a
Widow; to wio ao Heiress; bow to catch
a Rieb Bachelor; bow 10 manage your
beau to make him rropose;b ow to makt
your fellow or glr love you; what toda
!,<,fore and after the weddlog, l Tcll1
other thing• neceasary for I.o•ers t4
know, S•mplo COE.Y by mall 10 cenll,
BOI.AL BOOK CO,1 Bo:r. 168 SO, l'iorffalk, c;ou,

Furnished Free to
Write
Student!
Every
tor thl, Free Book or

etcr,

and
tacts
lnt•rC'stlni:
vnluable lntormntlon .
E
NATIONA L RADIO INSTITUT
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Washington, D. C.

BOYS AIR RIFLE:

ftne Jtifta frH foe 8(1\linw only 26 plecoi, ut oQ•

Thia
Jewttlry ,tti 10c oaeb, ,Jpwelrr and Rifle sent oropalrt ,
&ACLll WATCII 00n C,.pt, flUI iAof UOSTON, MAIS,

BUSH!!!FREE
O•JFBIO

Gold Filled BI RTHS TON1·

.~RJli'a

Ne FRf E. ~1!.f'Jd ;~~~1n1t.'".=
RI
frlend• and Introduce our Map.aloe and Rine

Au~eacy. Wrfte
today, Send your
uame and addie,a.
Write plainly and

Banral

Don't
t. B240

or co.
Cblcaa:o

, Ml'l'.'d J6 els. for a 8 rnonth1' eubaerf

sBI~
""· Nt(th-•••
M. MCPh ...

tlon, a::3thia Rlnwlr~"'""
•tone wlll be sent "'EE, pof!t])al •

-

&-.:1,, GlS W, 4id It., i>ut. '1-P

New O<k.'

•

RHEUMATISM LEFT HIM .
AS IF BY MAGIC!
Had Suffered
Over 50 Y ear1!
Now 83 Year•,
Yet a Big
Sur~iae
To Friend•
Reaaina
Strength

GoeaOut
Fishing
Back to
Business
Laughs at

"URIC
ACID"
Howthe

YouWanttoEarnBigMoney!

"Inner
Mysteries"
Reveals St~rlling
Facta Overlooked
By Doctors and
Scientiata For Centuries

And you will not be satisfi ed unless you earn st eady
promotion. But are you prepared for the job e.bea.d
of you? Do :rou measure up to the standard that
insures success? For a more responsible position a
fairly good education is necessary. To writ.o a sensible business letter, to prel)are estimates., to figure
cost and to .compute interest, you must have a certain amount of preparaUon. .All this you must be
able to do before YOU will earn promotion.
Many business houses hire no men whose general
knowledge is not equal to a high school course.
Why? 13ecause big business refuses to burden itself
with men who are barred f.rom promotion by the
lack of elementary education.

"I am eigbty-three years old and I doctored for rbeumatism ever since I came out
of tbe army over fift;ii: years ago" writes
"Like many others, I
J. B. Asl---!111an.
reely for so-called 'cures', and
spent mo11
I bave rei!, :,bout 'Uric Acid' until I could
almost tas te it. I could not sleep nigbts
or walk witbout pain ; my bands were so
sore and stiff I could not bold a pen. But
now, as if by magic, I am again in active
l,u~iness and can wall, witb ease or write all
day witb comfort. Frien ds are surprised at
the cllange."

Can You Qualify for a Better Position
We have a plan whereby you can.

Wo can give you

8. complete but stmpllfled high school course in two

years, giving you all the essentials that form the
foundation of practical business. It wiM prepare
you to hold your own where competition is keen
and exacting. Do not doubt your abllity, but make
up your mind to it and you will soon have the re~
Quirements that will bring you success and big
money. YOU CAN DO IT.
Let us show you how to get on the road

HOW IT HAPPE.NED.

to succr- , d.

It will not coat you a single working hour. w~ are
eo sure of being able to help you that we will
cheerfully return to you, at the end of ten lessons.
e\-·ery cent you sent us if you are not absolutely
satisfied. . What fairer otfer can we make you?
\Vrito today. It costs you nothing but. a stamp.

American School oi Correspondence

.-----·----------~!
Dept, H. D. •-884,

Chicago, U.S.A.

I American School of Correspondence,

I

Dept. H ,D ,-884, Chica110, DL
I want Job cneCked - tell me how to 11et it.
......Lawyer
~....Architect

..... Buildin:6c~i~f~;OOO ......Mecha.nl~a~n~!!~,ooo
'4,000 to $10,000
$6 000 to $10,000

......AatomorJf&~~ts1i~&o ......ShopSopi§.~•ristooo

...... Automobile Repairman ...... EmploY?!',•,oont Mtan$al,i,• r
., 0 0 O.000
$2,600 to '4,000

......Civil Entfi~rtoS!6 ,000 ......Steam Entooi"fo $4,000

......Structural Engineer

'$4Jgoo to $10,000

ss
..... ,BusineJ

r~'iril 6,000

.••...Fore

e

o '4,000

! O,OOO
......Sani
...... Certifi Public Ac00
ooa n tant $7,000 to $16,000
......Acoountant & Auditor •• ,...Telephone nginee:°
2
$2,600 to $7,000
000

~Ji.!}

...... Draftsman & Designer ..... ,Teieerapt
$2,600 t o $6,000
000
2
......H igh School Graduate
$1 0,000
In t wo yea1·a
$4,0-00
......Gen""'I Education
In one year ......Fire lnsstioo"1oE$1~~Mo

_, ...Electrica,

/i~~~!·
to

Name.......................................................................... .,.....

!.:'~::; ________ ___,

Mr. Ashelman is only one of thousands
wbo suffered for years, owing t9 tbe general belief in the old, false tbeory that "Uric
Acid" causes rheumatism. This erroneous
belief inunced him and legio11s of unfortunate men and women to take wrong treatments. You might just as well attempt to
put out a fire with oil as to try and get
rid of your rbeumatism, neuritis and like
complaints, by taking treatments supposed
to drive Uric Acid out of your blood and
body. Many pbysicians and scientists now
know that Uric Acid never did, never can
and never will cau se rbeumatism; that it is
a natural and necessary constituent of the
blood; t bat it i s found in every new-born
babe; and tbat wltbout it we could not live!
These statements may seem strange to
some folks, wbo bave all along been led to
bel!eve in tbe old "Uric Acid" humbug. It
took Mr. Ashelman fifty years to find out
tbis trutb. He learned how to get rid of
tbe t r ue cause of bis rbeumatism, otber
disorders, and recover bis strengtb from
"Tbe Inner Mysteries," a remarkable book
now being distrib uted free by an autbority
wbo devoted over twenty years to tbe scientific study of tbis particular trouble.
NOTE: If any reader of this magazine
w!sbes t b e book tbat reveals tbese facts r egarding tbe true cause and cure of rheumatism, facts tbat were overlooked by doctors and scientists for centuries past, simply
send a post card or letter to H. P. Clearwater, No. 531 G Str eet , Hall owell, Maine,
and it will be sent by return mall wltbout
any charge whatever . Cut out t his notice
Jest you forget! If not a s u fferer yourself
ban d this good new s to some afflicted friend.

HUNTERS '
KILL 500.
WILD GOATS
Pacific
Thc
Fleet News, organ -of the U.S.S.
New Mexico, in
its issue of Nov.
15 st a tes that the
F 1 e e t hunting
pa rty which left
in a train tug on
November 8 for
CaliSouthern
for nia, in charge
of Maj or H. F.
U.S.
Wi rgman,
M.C., being composed of a n umofficers
ber of
from v a r i o u s
ships of the fleet,
with seventy-five
bluej ackets and
m arines, returned on Nov. 12.
The N ews a dds:
" They reported a
v e r y enjoyable
t r i p a n d the
of
slaughter
about 500 wild
goat s. T hey were
quartered v e r y
in
comfortably
the o 1 d Army
banacks at Istl1mus Cove. Each
morning the party took t he motor
sailer and disembarked a t the
west end of the
L i ne
I sthmus.
was formed on
the ridges and
the goats driven
out of t he valleys
and sh ot as they
came u n th e
Detachhills.
ments from the
U.S.S. N ew Mexico, Idaho, MisNe
sissip pi,
York and Wyom
· ing and the bluepioneers
jacket
from the New
formed
Mexico
t h e pa rt y of
about ninety in
all. Isthmus Cove
is ::tn ideal camping g round, with
w ·a t e r already
piped along the
r oads and plenty
of wood handy,

WHY CAN'T
SEE IN THE
DARK
We cannot see
in the dark because there is no
light to see by.
understand
To
this we must first
understand that
when we see a
thing, as we generally say, we do
not actually see
the thing itself,
but only the light
EXPOSES RAR! SECRETS AND TRICKS
c0ming from it.
1 book, on Magic & Sleight-of-Hand· 1
But we have bebook, on Mind Reading.long &short distance; 1 book on Hyi;>notism and Palmcome so used to
istry;1. book,Fire EatingTricksexposed ;
saying that we
1 book,VaudevilleAct s; 1 book,Fortune
see the thing itTelling1 1 book, Interpretin&' Dreams;
, lJokeliook;l book, on Ventriloquism;
self that for all
1 book, Tricks with Cards· 2 books,
.
practical purpos- How o make Real Candies: 60 Real Money Makes we can accept ing processes ; Magic Age Table; 1QC (coin) &
2cpostage.
Wonderful Memorytrick,etc.all for
that as true, al- CLAXO
TRICK CO. 11...t S 2 New Haven,Conn.
though it is not
scientifically ex- ff EW SCIENTIFIC WONDER
Rt•
act. Scientifically
~peaking, we see
thr,t part of the PRICE
~unlight or other
light which is 12c.eocYlAONLT-BIG Fu
You apparenur oeeihJouClolb.., 0<>4.
shining upon it Boys
Stone. any '1blect. S.O Bon• In Fleah.
.
.
which the object A. magic tr1ck novel tr Pa1:a witb e&ch X Ray .
is able to reflect. !fARVEL MFG. CO.. Dept. 13. NEW HAVEN. COIi~
If there were
no air about us,
we could not hear
6 Songs, words and music; 25 Picany spunds, no
tures Pretty Girls;40 Wafs to Make
Book on
Money; 1 Joke Book;
matter how much
I,ove; 1 Magic Book; 1 Book I.,etlet
disturbance peoWriting; 1 Dream Book and For•
ple or things cretune Teller; 1 Cook Book; 1 Base
Ball !look, gives rules for g ames; l
ated, because it
Toy Maker Book; Langusge of
requires air to
Flowers;! MorseTelegraphAl phabet; l!l Chemical Exp,,riments;
cause thP sound
Mai-'s Age Table; Great North Pole
waves which proGame· 100 Conundrums; 3 Puzzles·
duce sound, and 12 Games; 80Verses for Autograph Albums. ' Ali
and la cte. J)OStage,
air also to carry the abovAiI:sail for 10 eta.Soutll
~orwalk. Vollll,
()0., Bos 273
the sound waves BOl'AL S
to our ea1·s. In
SS HEALED
SORENE
the same way, if •ore or open legs, u leers, enlarged veins,
Write for
thei-e is no light P.Czema healed whlle you worlr..
book and describe your own case.
rays from any free
A. 0. Llt1pt1, 107 Green Bay Av.,Mtlwaul<M, Wlo.
given object to
our eyes, we can
see nothing.
Without light our
eyc::1 and their
I was badly rupqired while lifting a trunk
organs several years ago. Doctors said my only
delicate
cure was an operation. Trusses did
hope
are useless. You me noof good.
Finally, I got hold of somecannot see your- thing that quickly and completely cured me,
self in a mirror Years have p assed and the rupture has
returned, although I am doing hard
when the quick- never
work as a carpenter. There was no operasilver which was tion, no lost time, no trouble. I have nothonce on the back ing to sell, but will give full information
how you may find a complete cure
of the glass has about
without operation, if you write to me, Eubeen removed, be- gene
M. Pullen, Carpenter, 301G Marcellus
cr,.use t h e r e is Avenue, Manasquan. N. J. Better cut out
it to any others who
then nothing to this notice and showmay
save a life or at
ruptured-you
reflect the light. are
least stop the misery of rupture and the

AT".

BIG VALUE for. 10 Ots.

Cured His RUPTURE

worry and danger of an ooeration.

Be Slender

of§t

Want to become slender, agile, healthy?
See the pictures; the shadows are to give you
idea of size before reduction
~ ~
weii:ht. Eat all you need. Safe, ·
reliable; no salts or calomel,

no thyroid, no loss of time.
Just use KOREIN tabules and
follow the sim•

'

•

ple, ensy direc•
ti one as iid to reduce 10 to 60

pounds (whatever you need
to) under money-refund i:uarantee. Amaze all. Become
lighter, younrer, attractive,
add years to your life ! Ask for
KOREIN tabules (pronounced koreen) at any
drugstore. Or write for FREE BROCHURE to
Korein Compani,,NH-375, Sta. X,NewYork
IF 'liOU WANT CASH, mall us dinmonds,

watches, nP\Y or brokrn jewelry, platinum,
old gold nnd Rilver, flllRr teeth, ,var Bonds,
War Stamps, Magneto Points, etc. Cash by
return mail. Goods returned in 10 uays it
you're not satisfied.

OHIO SMELTING & REFINING CO.
Oleveland, Oblo
262 Lennox Bldg.

f . BACCO
Or SNUFF HABIT
Cure' ~r NO PAY

No matter whether used 1n pipe, cigarette,
cigars, chewed, or used 1n the torm ot tiUutr.
Superhn Tobacco Remeuy contains nothin
injurious, no elope, pol Ro ns, or habit-forming drugs. Guaranteed. Sent on trial. It
it cures costs you one dollar. It It !alls, or
it you arP not · perfectly satlslled, costs you
nothing. Write for full remedy today,
SUPERBA COMPANY • .M.21, Baltimore, Jld.

OUR TEN-CENT

HAND

Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject
onaCULUJ\l A.ND DREA.lll
BOOK.-Containing the great oracle of human uestiny; also the true meaning ot almost an.v l;:l111l of
dreams, together with charms, cerem<1nies, and curious
games of cards.
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great hook of
magic and card tricks, containing full instruction on all
the leading curd triclcs of tile day, also the most popular
magical i1lusions as perfc,rn1e,1 by our leading magll'iuns; every l>oy sh<>uld olitaiu a copy of this book.
No. 3. H()W 'l'O I!"LIR'l'.-'l'be arts and wiles ot
flirtation are fully explained by this little bOQ_k. Besides the various methods of handkerchief, fan. g1ove,
parasol, window and bat flirtation, it contains a full list
of the language and sentiment of flowers.
t•o. 4, HOW 'L'O DA.NCE is the title of this little
book. It contains full instru ctions iu tbe art of dancing,
eti<iuette in the ballroom and at parties, how to dress,
and fu1l directions for calling off in all, popular square
ueuces.
No. 5, HO"W 'l'O l\IA.KE LOVE.-A complete guide
to love, courtship and marriage, givin!' seusilJI~ ad~ice,
rul es and etittuettP to be olJse rved, with many curious
an(l interes ti 11 g tilings not generally known,
No.

1.

No. 6,

NA.POLJ,;O.N'S

HOW

·r o

BECOME AN A'l'HLETE.- Giving

ful1 instructi ons for tile use of dumlJbel!s, Indian eluGs,
parallel liars , lloi.'iz011tal bar:-:; nut.1 vari(i us ot h er rnetbolls
of developing a good, !lealt.11.v muscle; contal11lui.: over
sixty illustrations.
No, 1, HOW TO KJ,;J,;I;' lUlU)S,-llanllsonrnly lllustrnted and coutaluing full in s l!'Ul'lious for the manageiueut and training of tbe cnnur.r. u10 ckiugbird, bbliolink,
blackbird, paroq uet, parrot. etc.
No.

9,

BOW 'l'O llECo,,u;; A. VEN'.rlHLOQUIS'.r.-

By Ilarry Kennedy. Emry rntell 1g cut llo.v reaulog tllis
book of instructions can master the art, anu create any
amount of fun for himself unll frieuds. It Is tile greut·
est Liook ever oubl!she(l.
No. 10. HOW 'l'O HOX.-'l'lle art of self-defense
made easy. Contnining over thirty illustrations of
guards, b1ows, auu tile <titicr~ut positions of a good
boxer. Ever.v L,o.v s llould ol>taiu oue of tll•:se u ~eful auJ
instructive hook ti, ns it will t eacll you how to tJox without an instructor.
l\'o.' 11: HOW ·1·0 WRI'l'E LOVE·Llc'.f'l'ERS.-A
most complete little uook, coutaining full directions for
w1·iting love-le tte rs, arnl wll en to use them, g-iving sp ecl-~
men Letters for young and ol<l .
-.o. 12, UOW TO WRI'!'E LE'l' 'l ' ERS '1'0 LAU1ES.Giving complete in s truction for writing· letters to
ladies on all su!Jjeclc; also letters of introlluctiou, notes
uud re~ uests.
No. 13. HOW 'l'O DO IT; OR, BOOK 01!' W.rJ•
(lU.l!lT'.l'E.-lt is a great life secret, and one that every
) uuug u1un <l~bires to know ull aUout. 'l'here's lluppiness in it.
No. 14, HOW 'l'O lllA.liE CA.NDl:,-A complete band·
book for !llakrng all kinlls of cunuy, ice-cream, syrups,
esseuces, etc .. · etc.
No. 17. HOW 'l'O DO l\IECllANICAL TRlCKS.Contuiniu~ coruplete in~tru c d 011s tor pe rforming over
sixty m ecnanical tricks . Fully illu strated.
No. 18. HOW 'l'O BECOJ)lE n.EAU'l'IFUL-One of
tile b1ightest and most valuable little books ever giveu
to tlle world. J.ilver.v body wisbe.; to know bow to be·
come beau tifnl. hoth male and female. The secret is
simple, and almos t costless.
No. 20, HOW TO EN'l'ERTA.IN A.N EVENING
PARTY.-A complete coippe_ndium of games, sports,
card d1vers10us, comic r ecitations, etc., suitable for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more
.for the money tban any boo!, published·
No. 21, HOW '.rQ HUN'l' A.ND FJSH.-Tbe most com•
plete hunting and fishing guide ever published. It contains _full instructions about gun_s, hunting dogs, traps,
. !~aJ'~~J: and fisbrng, together with description of game

sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to an,.
address on receipt of price, 10c. per copy, in
moneR or. stamps, by

FRANK TOUSEY1. Publisher,
168 West 23d Street,
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921 Young Wild West's Silver Searcll; or, Arietta and
the Lost 'l'r~asure.
•· at D"atll Gorge; or, Charlie's Hard-Pan Hit.
9U " and tbe Deadshot Cowboys; or, A High Old
'l'lme at Buckhorn Ranch.
926 " Three-Day Hunt: or, Raiuers of Red Ravine.
927 " and "Silrnr Stream"; or, The White Girl Captive
of the Sioux.
!!28 " and the Disputed Ctalm; or, Arietta's Golden
Shower.
!l2!l " a11<l the Greaser Guide; or, The Trap That
IJ'ailed.
!130 " Uipping Round-Up; or, Arietta's Prairie Peril
931 " 'l' o ugbes t Trail; or, Baffled by Bandits.
932 " at "l<'or biild e n Pa ss"; and, How Arie tta Paid
Toll.
933 " and th e Inuian Traitor; or, Charge of th e "Ited"
Brigade.
934 " and the Mas ked Cowboy; or, Arietta's Ueady
R ope. ·
935 " an(l the Ranchero's Daughter; or, A Hot Old
'l'im e in l\Ie xlco.
!l36 " nnd the Sand Hill "Terrors"; or, Road Agents
of tile Santa l!'e Trail.
937 " After "White Horse Jack"; or, Arletta and the
Wilcl Mustang.
938 " and tb e Cattle Branders; or, Crooked Work on
the Dig G Ranch.
039 " Four l,'oes ; or, S ecret Band of Cold Camp.
Race for Gold; or, .Arietta and cbe Bank Rob940
b ers.
9.U " a11ll the T enderfoot Touris t; or, A Grizzly Hunt
in th e Rockies.
942 " Routil1~ the "Ghos t Dancers"; or, Arietta and
the Snake Clla1·mer.
943 " Cro ssini,.- tbe D ead Line; or, The Feud ot the
Co,Yhoys and Hb~ep Herders.
9H " an<l tlW tloy Hunter; or, Arietta and the Game
l'-1tealers.
!l45 " 01 t:cfitpesert of Death; or, . Uemmecl in by
!)22

!l46 "
9-l.7

"

948
!l4!J
9:iO

"

fl51

"

95'.l

"

953

"

954

"

955

"

956

"

957 "
D58

"

959

"

960
9Gl

"
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an<l the Pioneers; or, Fighting Their Way to
Grizzly Gulch.
anil "Rawbide Ralph"; or, The Worst Cowboy
in T exa s.
Sbootin it for Glory; or, The Cowboy Jubilee at
Red Dog.
Bowie Battle: or, Arie l ta and the l\line Queen
Corumandit1g- the Cavalry; or, '.rhe Las t Fight
of tb P Apaches.
and "Digger Dan"; or, AriE"ttn.'s Danger Si.-:n1 al
Working His Lasso; or, The Lariat Gang('a ttl e Range.
H unt in the Hills; or, Arietta and the Aztec
J ewels.
Trimm!ui, the Traile'r s; or, Lost In the Land
of the Dead.
at the Cowboy Kick· Up; or, Arietta B eating the
Broncho Busters.
Roping the Ranch Raiders; or, H elping the
Texos Rangers.
anJ\,JfRe "Terrible 'l'en," or, Arietta's Two Last

ot"tbe

Apache Token; or, The Trail That L ed to tile
Volley of Gold.
"Salting" the Salters; or, Arietta and the Death
,
Chute.
T!·t lo Mexico; ?r, Routing tb e River Raiders.
FS~ttii~e:~'.' Plum s ; or, How Arietta Savecl the

For sale by o.11 newsdenlers, or will be sent to anv ad~
dress on receipt of p:rice, 7c. per copy, in n1oney or" p 09 ..
tag·e stamps, by
HARRY E. WOLJ>F, Pub., 166 W. 23cl St., N. Y.

SCENARIOS

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

Price 311 Cents Per C
By JAlllES P. COGAN
'.!.'his book contains all the most recent changes ln ~t~
17'.ethod of construction and submission of scenarios.
t:i1xty Lessons, covermg every phase of scenario writing, from the most elemental to the mo~t uuvauceo
principles. This treatise covers everything a person
must know in order to make money as a successful
scenario writer. For sale by all News-dealers and
Book-Stores It you cannot procure a copy, send us
the price, 35 cents, ln money or postage stamps, and
we will mall" you one, postaire- free. Address

L. SENA.RENS, 219 Seventh A.ve., New York, N, Y,

